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Budgets pass, Steelers succun1b to Streaks
appeals likely
Ed Klein
Staff Reporter
The budgets for student organizations were passed last Tuesday by
the Student Union House of Representatives after wee ks of deliberations. The Senate passed it two weeks before that without deliberation.
Ultimately, though, the House also passed the original budget that
was submitted by the Student Activity Budget Board (SABB).
laura Witkowski, speaker of the House, said that eve n after extra
meetings,f undscould not be reallocated because of a lack of money and
attendance at mee tings.
SU Pres ident Chris Bea to sa id, "I was really impressed with the
initiative taken by the House, th ey set a precedent for future Houses to
build on."
Not all were as pleased with the House, though .
"The whole idea [of the House] is a failure ," said Pat McGannon, Right
to Life president. "It didn't accomplish what it was supposed to."
McGan non sa id that his organization requested $1,000, and originally received only $60. This was later increased somewhat, and an
appeals process is available for all groups to request additional funding.
Brian White, member of the SABB,said that john Carroll ranks last
for funding of student organ iza tions among the 28 j esuit universi ties.
This year, $30,000 was available for the 80 chartered organizations,

Anal score 71 to 69: proceeds f rom
the charity basketball game reached
much higher numbers as JCU and
Pittsburgh worked toget her for the
Make A Wish Foundation

but only 51 requested fund in .
_...,..,..,,_,,....
In total, $73,f'I'II.....,~'"'I'PI~~~~m~tmr1'nltt7rdft!J!

$3,665 oft he university's funding is reserved for appeals fund ing.
Organizations that w ish to appeal their budget maydosoin w riting
.
prior to October to the office of Student Activities.
Wi tkowski said that while the House was . unable to rewme the
budget, it would support the organizations that enter the appeals pro-

St~d;~t~& bring H.O.P.E. to children Carroll News honored
an annual tradition
Senl·or p~r.o)iect
".1
1

I

Melinda Janowicz
News Editor

john Carroll students held the fourth annual
Project H.O.P.E. (Helping Others through Physical
Edvcation) in the university's junior Varsity Gym.
Project H.O.P.E. offers developmentally challenged young people in Cuyahoga County the opportunity to come toJCU for a day of sports compe-

Bowling was one of the many activities
at Friday's Project H.OP.E.

titian. Each year the event has grown. This year over
100 students from the Green Road and East Cleveland Developmental Centers participated in activities such as softball throws and relay races, receiving medals and t-shirts for their participation..
"!started working with Project H.O.P.E three years
ago.firstasa buddy,thenasco-chairpersonof one of
the committees. It's really been anenjoyableexperience for me," Lynn Rutledge, Project H.O.P.E. cochairperson said.
It's a special day for everyone, including theJCU
students who organized and ran the event and the
students who came from the developmental centers, said Rutledge.
"lt was fun," said f reshmanjohnna Baran. "This
was the first year I've done it. I decided to do it
because I like kids and I thought it w~uld be a good
learning experience."
Baran said it would be great experience since she
is going into the field of education and wanted an
opportunity ro work with physically challenged
children.
"I think it's more work than anyone realizes, but
it's worth it," Rutledge said. "There are stories about
some of the students from the development~ I centers wearing their ProJect H.O.P.E. t-shirts for months
after the event because they were so happy to be a
part of it."
The class of 1994 began Project H.O.P.E. as a senior class service project and successive senior
classes have continued the tradition. Money is raised
by JCU students who conduct a number of fund
raising projects throughout the year in addition to
requesting donations from local companies, fellow
students, parents andjCU faculty and staff.
Bob Keller, a former employee of the Cuyahoga
County Board of Mental Retardation and a longsee HOPE, page 2
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On Saturday john Carroll's very work in the cartoon category. Adown weekly newspaper, The Carroll ditionally,ataseparateawardscerNews, was honored with seven emony,theSocietyofProfessional
awards,includingfirstplaceforbest journalists' Regional Conference,
campus coverage at the Regional Dresch won third place in the ediCollegiatejournalism Awards.
torial writing category.
In addition to the first place win,
Tom O'Konowitz, Editor-inThe Carroll News as a whole also Chief, said "Based on the amount
won awards for most improved ofawardswewonandallthedifnewspaper(sincelastyear)andsec- ferem areas we covered, l think
ond placeforoveralldesigncategory. this really shows that The Carroll
TheCarrollNewsstaffmembers, News is becoming a stronger
Tom O'Konowitzand Gina Girardot, newspaper in many aspects."
Members of the Society for Prowere honored for their work, with a
first place win in the news category fessional Journalists judged the
for their piece, "Court orders depu- annual awards ceremony which
ties toJCU."
was held at Cleveland State Unijulie Thorud won second place versityinorderrocelebrateexcelfor herfeaturestory"Studentssquare lence in collegiate publications.
off about sex in the '90s" and Brian
Awards were announced after
Murphywonfirstplaceinthesports former Pulitzer prize winner and
story category with his article currentdeputydirectorofthePew .
Center for Civic Journalism in
"Finally...in tpe spotlight."
Robert Noll, in his first year as Washington, D.C., jan Schaffer,
The Carroll Newsadvisor,said of the gave a featured address and those
achievements of thegroup,"J'm very in attendance had the opportuproud of the accomplishments of nityroattendjournalts[lcsessions
this dedicated and talented Carroll that gave insight into the business.
Topicsforthesessionsincluded
News staff in winning these prestigious awards. This recognition was business management, editorial
management, writing, ed iting,
well-deserved."
Other award winners for journal- graphic design and advertising.
istic achievement were Beth Anke
Group leaders included profeswith a first place win in the news sionalsfrom local newspapersand
photo category and Christina universities.
"I hope that in the coming year,
Hynes, with a fi rst place win in the
advertising category. Gina Girardot The Carroll News will continue to
also received a first place win for improve itself in all ways,"
front page design. .
O'I<onowitz said.

M!WS

Running on empty
john Carroll will host the 1997 OAC Track and
Field Championships on May 9-10 but services are
needed in the production of the event Kathy Lanese,
head track and field coach, is seeking campus organizations to vol unteer(af ter finals) at the championships for 8-10 hours a day. Those volunteering will
be paid at least minimum wage. To sign up, or for
more information, call Lanese at 4577 or 4414.

Shooting for $150 prize
For all you basketball players and fans, the 3 on
3 Basketball Tournament is back at john Carroll and
will be held on April 26 at noon. Those male and female brackets that paid the$l0 sign-up fee will compete in the Varsity Gym for the first plac~ prize of $150
per team or the second place prize of $75 per team . In
addition to the prizes, there will be food and drinks
for all attending the event.
·

\¥.in ted: big brothers and big sisters
Help welcome the class of 2001 by signing-up
to be a Big Brother or Big Sister April 28 to May 1 in
the Atrium. Those registering to become a buddy to
an incoming freshman need to send a letter welcoming them to JCU. Big Brother /Big Sister Weekend will
be held Sept. 12-14 and activities planned include a
picnic, an evening in the Flats, a service project and a
trip to Cedar Point.
Newsbriefs were compiled by Denise Glaros,
News Editor.

]CU hosts education
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Becoming
one with the

Melinda Janowicz
News Editor

John Carroll Univerity's De partment of Education and Allied Studies presented the Third
Annual Conference on Teacher
Research in the Classroom on
Saturday. It was attended by 215
membersof theeducationalcommunity, including area teachers,
administrators, undergraduates
and graduate students.
The event, titled "Investigations in Educational Practice'
was co-sponsored by JCU's Officeof ContinuingEducationand
the Ohio Department of Ed ucation.
"Th isconference was interesting and it was attended by all
membersoftheeducationalcommunity," said Evangeline NewLOn, a membero£theorganizing
committee. "It brings together
university researchers and practitioners because teaching and
learning are organic, dynamic
activities that can best be understood in real classroom contexts.'
In recent years. new discoveries about how children leam have
had an enormous impa ct on
teachereducationcourses. Teachers doing research in their own
classrooms provide an exciting
opportunity for students to explore how theseeducationa 1theories are used m practice.
"This conference gives teachers the opportunity to share with
01:her membersof the educational
community their experiences
and insights," Newton said.
Newton added that the Conference drew from a wide range
of school districts, some as far
away as Nordonia, Lake County
and Portage County and others
as near as Beachwood.
"This represents a change or
new trend in the field of educa-

tion, it used to be that research
was only conducted in controlled
lab-like situations," Newton said.
The convention was kicked off
with a connnental breakfast and
a speech bykeynotespeaker,Mary
Mercer Krogness, a classroom
teacher {K-8) for nearly thirty
~rsand author of Just Teach Me,
Mrs. K. and editor of Middle
Ground, a middle school column
published by Englishjournal .
Throughout the day, participants from the conference selected from concurrent presentations in primary, middle and secondary education. Topics included classroom strategies for
language arts, math and science
and child development.
Presenters at the conference
were classroom teachers who are
enrolled in graduate programs or
otherwise affiliated with John
Carroll's Department of Education and Allied Studies. Following each presentation, participants had an opportunity to ask
questions and share thoughts
with one another while educational materials were on display
and available for sale.
Newton said, "What we have
to recognize is that real school
environments are critically important factors in how kids Jearn
and what theeducational field has
come to understand is that some
of the best insights into how kids
learn is from watching how they
interact in the classroom.·
"Weneedtorecognizethateacb
of us has a role to play and this
conference brings together university researchers and practitioners who conduct research together in classroom based studies•, Newtonsaid. "This~r'scon
ference was a success, there will
definitely be a Fourth Annual
Conference next year.'

Shane Subler
Staff Reporter
Top Israeli government attorneys cleared Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of charges that
he improperly used his influence
in the appointment of the Israeli
Government's Attorney General
last Monday
The current Attorney General ,
Elyakim Rubenstein,and the State
Attorney, Edna Arbel, concluded
that there was insufficient evi dence to allow for an indictment

News

e t e reg10n w1t 1n ormation on envi ronmenta
issues such as ai r quality, waste and recycling, trans·
portation and renewable' energy.
To tie these goals into their objectives, the group set
up a system for EARTHFest in which people would
meet at a designated area, walk or bike to the zoo
instead of driving and gain free admission. The work
ofthe Earth Day Coalition in this aspect involved securing pledges for the five-mile walk or 10-mile bike.
VI

This special dance performance was among
the events featured at EARTIF.e st '97.
Those participating in the event and raising the
highest number of pledges in "Walk or Bike for the
Earth"would be entered ina drawing fora number
of prizes, including a grand prize trip for two to
Cancun.
The event also featured outdoor entertainment,
music and a lineup of speakers including Congressman Dennis Kucinich and Cleveland City
Council President jay Westbrook, who spoke on
renewing the commitlilent to Earth Day.
Local bands such asBigTow,GoudsThumband
Buffer Zone performed, in addition to performances
by the Boot Scoot 'n Saloon dancers, clowns, mimes,
jugglers and Native American dancers, whose exhibition allowed a reaffirming of our natural heritage.
On hand for EARTHFest '97 were many john

~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~
res man oc e e· u psa1 teras! was
regressing back to my childhood. It was a lot of fun
getting my face painted, getting free trees and just
knowing that everybody can make a difference."
Also accompanying Kump to EARTHFest '97
was Theresa Garbach, a freshman atjCU.
"I thought it (EARTH Fest] could definite! y benefit people if they just took advantage of all the free
information and took action, Garbach said.

Ca1roll receives environmental
justice grant
Denise Glaros
News Editor
john Carroll was the latest recipient of a $1,500
environmental grant from The United States Catholic Conference (USCC) Environmental Justice Program on April9becauseof the university's uniquely
reverent response to the national environmental
crisis.
This grant, which is to be shared in conjunction
with the Cleveland Commission on Catholic Community Action, will challenge the university to
study the environmental impacts of urban sprawl
and pollution in the Cleveland area.
The grant was announced at the annual Catholic Social Ministry meeting in Washington, D.C.,
and was received for the SHARE team (Student
Helpers and Advocates for renewing the Earth)
proposal which united spiritual components with
perspectives on current environmental dilemmas.
Mark Diffenderfer, assistant professor of sociology, said that "most people don't think of urban
sprawl as an environmental issue, but it has been
recently identified as a key problem since outward
migration ties into all of the existing environmental problems."
The goal of the Environmental justice Program
is "to educate and motivate Catholics so that they
develop a deeper respect for creation, and to engage
in activities aimed at dealing with environmental
problems, particularly as they affect the poor"
The money will be put toward this goal in an
after-school program that will involve at least 24
students in grades seven and eight that attend
Catholic schools. The target schools were from
both the suburbs and the inner city.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS a BUSINESS
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Netanyahu cleared of indictment charges

earth
Denise Glaros
Editor
The annual party for the planet, known as
EARTHFest, took place at the Cleveland Metroparks
Zoo on Sunday, April 20, in order to celebra te and
educate people of a II ages in en vi ron mental awareness.
An estimated 20,000 people gathered on the z.oo
grounds to celebrate EARTHFest '97 which ran from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. and fea tured more than 100 non -profit
and business exhibits, 15 environmental science exhibits, and educational d isplays for children.
According to the numerous informational releases
distributed for the event, EARTHFest was designed
eight years ago in order to commemorate Earth Day,
now in its 27th year. Furthermore, EARTHFestisOhio's
largest environmental education event and one of the
longest standing and successful Earth Day events in
the country.
The Earth Day Coalition, a non-profit ~nviron mental education and advocacy group, which has grown as
an institution in the last eight years, sponsored and
organiz.ed the entire event. Other sponsors of
EARTH Fest '97 included Scene Magazine, WENZ 107.9,
THE END and the Illuminating Company:
The mission of the Earth Day Coalition is "to conserve, protect and restore the earth promoting a dynamicenvironmentalagenda with the people of NortheastOhio."
Dawn Sunday, the director of volunteer services and
office manager of the Earth Day Coalition, said that
this environmentally conscious event not only celebrates Earth Day, but "it gives people the opportunity
tolearnabouttheenvironment. Peoplecanleaveknowing how to get involved (in environmentally sound
activities] and knowing that they can do something
beneficial for Northeast Ohio."
In addition to the mission that the Earth Day Coa-
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Through the lnternet and satellite imagery,
the students will be able to uack the effects of
earth-damaging activities in the locality with
the aid or trained teachers and student volunteers from john Carroll.
Diffenderfer said they are now focusing on
younger people because "they need to be thinking about this (environmental problems] at an
early age."
"This project also ties into the efforts of the
JCU environ me ntalstudies concentration welL"
Diffenderfer said.
As part of Earth Day 1998, students will hold
a conference atJohn Carroll for their peers at the
end of their research projects so that they can
submit their findings and recommendations to
the appropriate governmental officials for possible action.

HOPE
continued from page :1
raising projects throughout the year in addition to
requesting donations from local companies, fellow
students, parents andJCU faculty and staff.
Bob Keller, a former employee of the Cuyahoga
County Board of Mental Retardation and a longtime supporter of Project H.O.P.E. left an endowment for it when he died after last year's event.
"We're dedicating this year's Project H.O.P.E. day
to Mr. Keller for his support,"Rutledge said. "Last
year, we planted a tree in his name near JCU's softball field (where the Project H.O.P.E. program is
held), and we'll be installing a plaque this year."

ing corruption charges for several
years. According to accusations,
Dari compelled Netanyahu to
nominate Bar-On to the position
in rhe hope that Bar-On would
grant Dari a plea bargain in his
trial.
Although Dari is not a minister within Netanyahu's governmem, he still wields a great deal
ofpowerastheleaderofShas. Ten
of the 120 members of the Israeli
Parliament are members of the
Shas party.

Experts believe that the continuing i nvestigarions by the prosecution of Netanyahu's allies will
mean that this issue will arise in
the future. Additionally, new information may surface relating to
Netanyahu's involvement.
Even if no further allegations
are made against Netanyahu, the
fact that one of his ministers continues to be investigated will be
an opportunity for opposition
leaders to weaken etanyahu's
government.
Shimon Peres, the
leader of the Labor
Even if no further allegations are made
party, ca lied for
Netanyahu's resignation earlier this
against Netanyahu, the fact that one of his
week. He told the media that, "It is imposministers continues to be investigated will
sible that the Prime
Minister will go
be an opportunity for opposition leaders to
about with a long
shadow over him ,
weaken Netanyahu's government.
with very heavy accusa tions hanging
of rhe Prime Minister on charges
While the nomination for At- over him, with his only escape
of fraud a nd breach of conduct.
torney General remained unde- being that there is insufficient
Netanyahu's Justice Minister, cided injanuary, the Israeli Par- evidence against him ."
Tzahi Hanegbi, was also cleared liament was occupied with votEven if Netanyahu continues
of any charges. However, the pros- ingon approval of the withdrawal to hold on to the presidency of the
ecutors still mentioned that there of Israeli troops from the disputed Israeli government, some experts
was a "tangible suspicion" that Hebron territory. The agreement have stated thatthey feel many in
Netanyahu was involved in the on the withdrawal of troops is a his Likud party will refuse to give
allegations.
major component of the peace in to Palestinian demands in the
Netanyahu attempted to process between the Palestinians peace process.
After the alleged charges, the
downplay any suspicion that the and the Israelis.
accusations against him will con Dari made it apparent to path taken toward the Palestintinue to plague his already trouble- Netanyahu in public statements ians could affect the future staridden administration.
last week that the tenS has mem- bility of Netanyahu's govern In a statement to the media, bersof Parliament would not ap- ment. If unpopular decisions are
Netanyah u said, "As far as I am prove the Hebron de a I if Bar-On's made the opposition parties will
concerned, and as far as the major- nomination was not secured. It be even more resolved to remove
ity of the public in Israel is con - is against Israeli law to appoint his government.
c~rn d, thi aJfai is
bin
" officials on the ba · of external
He also concede , erre m rna - m uence .
Police announced their intening the select1on (of the Attorney
General), but l did nor commit a tion to fo rmally charge
crime
Netanyahu with violation of the
Additionally, Netanyahu at- law, after suspicion began to arise
tacked those accusing him of the that the law had been broken in
charges and the news media of Bar-On's nomination. According
devi sing "an attempt to overthrow to top Israeli attorneys, however,
the prosecution did not provide
the government."
The pr imary accusation stems sufficient evidence to allow for an
£rom Netan yah u's appointment of indictment.
Roni Bar-On as Attorney General
Rubenstein and Arbel did delast January. The accusation clare their intention to charge Dari
claimed thatNetanyahumadethe withfra ud, extortion and obstrucnomination because of political tion of justice. Additionally, they
pressure from the religious party, intend to investigate Netanyahu's
Director-General
Avigdor
the Shas.
The head of the Shas party, Lieberman for his involvement in
Areyh Dari, has been on trial fac- the scandal.

Tougher air pollution standards in question
The Clinton Administration's proposal to toughen national
air pollution standards has released opposition from government agencies. The standards defme the concentrations of
particles and ozone that are deemed unhealthful Cities and
states would be given until2002 todevelopstrategies to counter
the pollution, and the following 10 years to come into compliance with the standards. The Environmental Protection Agency
must decide by July 19whether to adopt the standards or revise
them.

Clinton encourages Internet connection in schools
President Clinton and Vice President Gore marked the second annual 'Net Day' by using a personal computer to talk to
youngsters in Los Angeles a nd Hartford. Clinton has pressured
the Federal Communica uonsCommission to approvediscoun ts
of $2 billion ro schools and libraries for internet connections.
Clinton's objective is to link every U.S. schoolroom by 2000.

MissinJl aircraft wreckage found
The wreckage of what is believed to be a missing U.S. warplane was found by search crews in Colorado last Sunday. Air
Force officials said the wreckage is probably Captain Craig
Button's A-IOThunderbolt aircraft that disappeared on a training mission on April2. There was no sign of the pilot

Floods and fires force resident evacuations
Record flooding and h ugefires have forced mandatory evacuations and 24-hour curfew in most of the Grand Forks, N.D.
downtown district. Authorities have threatened to use National Guard Troops to arrest residents who have refused to
leave their homes.
World Briefs were compiled by Mcagan Lynch, lnl. News &
Business Editor with the aid of wirt sourcts.
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A daily supply of

is just one of the perks of working
in the WRJTING CENTER.

APPLY NOW to join the Fall ''!7 s1aff
if you
•are eligible for campus employment•
•will be a junior or senior neKt fall
•have earned B's or higher in writing-intensive courses
•have wned 3 or more credit hours in courses
other than freshman comp. that involved peer writing workshops
•want to help writers write better .
*We pay better than work-srudy.

Stop in at OC 207.
or e-mail SJORANKO
or phone 4529.
We welcome applicalions from studem.s in any major.
We als<J welcome-llld feed-qualified volunteers.

~igma

Beta Gamma Sigma is the national scholastic
honorary society for students of business and
management. Election to membership in Beta
Gamma Sigma is the highest scholastic honor
that a student of business or management can
achieve. Membership is restricted to students of
high scholarship and good moral character in
institutions with programs accredited by the
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools ofBusiness.

Congratulations to the following 1997 Beta Garrma Sigma inductees:

JUNIOR CLASS

Senior Class

Elizabeth Chambers
Tara Lynn Allgeier
James Bradley Dahlmeier Joseph Bielawski. Jr.
Scott David Fink
Anthony Cafaro, Jr.
Brian D. Koester
Aimee M. Hummer
Kendra Lynne Kerber
Natalia B. Ugai
Holly Ann McBride
Grant A Mast
Renee Louise Palvolgyi
Jayme L. Moye
Julie B. Shaw
Nancy Rudolph
Carolyn M. Sprague
Jennifer M. Scherschel
Ryan K. Stumphauzer
Jaime Lynn Szymanski

M.B.A.
Richard L. Bihn
Lawrence E. Brown
Bradford S. Chochola
Denise l. Consenza
Theresa L. Howenstine
Brian A Laks
Michael W. Leaser
Amanda K. Neal
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Running on empty
john Carroll will host the 1997 OAC Track and
Field Championships on May 9-10 but services are
needed in the production of the event. Kathy Lanese,
head track and field coach, is seeking campus organizations to volunteer (after finals) at the championships for 8'-10 hours a day. Those volunteering will
be paid at least minimum wage. To sign up, or for
more information, call Lanese at 4577 or 4414.
Shooting for $150 prize
For all you basketball players and fans, the 3 on
3 Basketball Tournament is back at john Carroll and
will be held on April 26 at noon. Those male and female brackets that paid the $l0 sign-up fee will compete in the Varsity Gym for the first plac~ prize of $150
per team or the second place prize of $75 per team. In
addition to the prizes, there will be food and drinks
for all attending the event.
Wanted: big brothers and big sisters
Help welcome the class of 2001 by signing-up
to be a Big Brother or Big Sister April 28 to May 1 in
the Atrium Those registering to become a buddy to
an incoming freshman need to send a letter welcoming them to )CU. Big Brother/Big Sister Weekend will
be held Sept. 12-14 and activities planned include a
picnic, an evening in the Flats, a service project and a
trip to Cedar Point.
Newsbriefs were compiled by Denise Glaros,
News Editor.
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Becoming
one with the

Melinda Janowicz
News Edit or

John Carroll Univerity's De partment of Education and Allied Studies presented the Third
Annual Conference on Teacher
Research in the Classroom on
Saturday. It was attended by 2l5
membersof theeducationalcommunity, including area teachers,
administrators, undergraduates
and graduate students.
The event, titled "Investigations in Educational Practice"
was co-sponsored by JCU's Of·
ficeof Continuing Education and
the Ohio Department of Education.
"Thisconferencewasimeresting and it was attended by all
membersof theeducationalcommunity," said Evangeline Newton, a memberoftheorganizing
committee. "It brings together
university researchers and practitioners because teaching and
learning are organic, dynamic
activities that can best be under·
stood in rea I classroom contexts."
In recent years, new discover·
iesabout how children learn have
had an enormous impact on
teachereducation courses. Teachers doing research in their own
classrooms provide an exciting
opportunity for students to explore how these educational theories are used m practice.
"This conference gives reachers the opportunity to share with
other mem bersof the educational
community their experiences
and insights," Newton said
Newton added that the Conference drew from a wide range
of school districts, some as far
away as Nordoma, Lake County
and Portage County and. others
as near as Beachwood.
"This represents a change or
new trend in the field of educa-

tion, it used to be tha t research
wasonlyconductedincontrolled
lab-! ike situations," Newton said.
Theconventionwaskickedoff
with a connnental breakfast and
a speech by keynote speaker, Mary
Mercer Krogness, a classroom
teacher (K -8) for nearly thirty
~rsandauthorofJustTcachMc,

Mrs. K. and editor of Middle
Ground, a middle school column
published by English journal.
Throughout the day, participants from the conference se lected from concurrent presentations in primary, middle and secondary education. Topics Included classroom strategies for
language arts, math and science
and child development.
Presenters at the conference
were classroom teachers who are
enrolled in graduate programs or
otherwise affiliated with John
Carroll's Department of Education and Allied Studies. Following each presentation, participants had an opportunity to ask
questions and share thoughts
with one another while educa·
tiona! materials were on display
and available for sale.
Newton said, "What we have
to recognize is that real school
environments are critically important factors in how kids learn
and what theeducationalfield has
come to understand is that some
of the best insights into how kids
learn is from watching how they
interact in the classroom."
"Weneedtorecognizethateach
of us has a role to play and this
conference brings together university researchers and practitioners who conduct research together in classroom based studies",Newtonsaid. "This year'sconference was a success, there will
definitely be a Fourth Annual
Conference next year.·

Shane Subler

Denise Glaros

issues such as air quality; waste and recycling, trans·
portation and renewable energy.
To tie these goals into tileir objectives, tile group set
up a system for EARTHFest in which people would
meet at a designated area, walk or bike to the zoo
instead of driving and gain free admission. The work
ohhe Earth Day Coalition in this aspect involved securing pledges for the five-mile walk or IQ-mile bike.

This special dance performance was among
the events featured at EARTI-F.e st '97.
Those participating in the event and raising the
highest number of pledges in "Walk or Bike for the
Earth" would be entered ina drawing for a number
of prizes, including a grand prize trip for two to
Cancun.
The event also featured outdoor entertainment,
music and a lineup of speakers including Congressman Dennis Kucinich and Cleveland City
Council President Jay Westbrook, who spoke on
renewing the commitlilent to Earth Day.
Local bandssuchasBigTow,GoudsThumband
Bl\ffer Zone performed, in addition to performances
by the Boot Scoot 'n Saloon dancers,clowns, mimes,
jugglers and Native American dancers, whose exhibition allowed a reaffirming of our natural heritage.
On hand for EARTHFest '97 were many John
{:ar
tsas
res man oc e e u p sa1 t e tasi was
regressing back to my childhood. It was a lotoffun
getting my face painted, geu ing free trees and just
knowing that everybody can make a difference.·
Also accompanying Kump to EARTHFest '97
was Theresa Gar bach, a freshman atjCU.
"!thought itiEARTHFestlcould definitely benefit people if they just took advantage of all the free
information and took action, Garbac h said.

Carroll receives environmental

justice grant
Denise Glaros
News Editor

John Carroll was the latest recipient of a $1,500
environmental grant from The United States Catholic Conference (USCC) Environmental justice Program on April9 because of the university's uniquely
reverent response to the national environmental
crisis.
This grant, which is to be shared in conjunction
with the Cleveland Commission on Catholic Community Action, will challenge the university to
study the environmental impacts of urban sprawl
and pollution in the Cleveland area.
The grant was announced at the annual Catholic Social Ministry meeting in Washington, D.C.,
and was received for the SHARE team (Student
Helpers and Advocates for renewing the Earth)
proposal which united spiritual components with
perspectives on current environmental dilemmas.
Mark Diffenderfer, assistant professor of sociology, said that "most people don't think of urban
sprawl as an environmental issue, but it has been
recent! y identified as a key problem since outward
migration ties into all of the existing environmental problems."
The goal of the Environmental Justice Program
is "to educate and motivate Catholics so that they
develop a deeper respect forcreation,and to engage
in activities aimed at dealing with environmental
problems, particularly as they affect the poor."
The money will be put toward this goal in an
after-school program that will involve at least 24
students in grades seven and eight that attend
Catholic schools. The target schools were from
both the suburbs and the inner city.

ing corrupt ton charges for several
years. According to accusations,
Dari com pell ed Netanya hu to
no m mate Ba r-On to the position
in the hope that Bar-On would
gra nt Dari a plea bargain in his
trial.
Although Dari is not a minister within Netanya hu's govern ment, he still wields a great deal
of power as the leaderofShas. Ten
of the 120 members of the Israeli
Parliament are members of the
Shas party

Experts belteve that the con·
tinumg investigations by the pros·
Top Israe li govern ment auor ·
ec ution of Netanyahu's allies will
neys cleared Pn me Minister Ben·
mea n that th is issue will arise in
p min Netan yahu of charges that
the fu ture. Additionall y, new inhe improperl y used his influence
formation may surface relating to
in the appoi ntment of the Israeli
Neta nyah u's involvemen t
Government's Attorney General
Even if no fu rther allegations
last Monday.
are made again st Netanyahu, the
The current AttOrney General,
fact th at one of his mini sters conElyakim Ruben stein ,and the State
tinues to be investigated will be
Attorney, Edna Arbel, concluded
an opportunit y for opposition
th at there was insufficient evileaders ro weaken Netanyahu's
den ce to allow for an indictment
government.
Shimon Peres, the
leader of the Labor
Even if no futthet allegations ate made
party, ca lied for
Net a nyah u's res ignation earlier this
against Netanyahu, the fact that one of his
week. He told the me·
dia that, "lt is imposministets continues to be investigated will
sible that the Prim e
Minister will go
be an oppottunity fot opposition leaders to
about with a lo ng
shadow o ver him ,
weaken Netanyahu's govetnment.
with very heavy accusations hanging
of the Prime Minister on charges
While the nomination for At· over him, with his only escape
of fraud and breach of conduct.
torney General remained unde- being that there is insufficient
Netanyah u's justice Minister, cided in january, the Israeli Par· evidence against him."
Tzahi Hanegbi, was also cleared liament was occupied with votEven if Netanyahu continues
of any charges. However, the pros- ingonapprovalof the witildrawal to hold on to the presidency of the
ecutors still mentioned that there of Israeli troops from the disputed Israeli government, some experts
was a "tangible suspicion" that Hebron territOry. The agreement have stated thatthey feel many in
Netanyahu was involved in the on the withdrawal of troops is a his Likud party will refuse to give
major component of the peace in to Palestinia n demands in the
allegation s.
Netanyahu attempt ed to process between the Palestinia ns peace process.
After the alleged charges, the
downplay any suspicion that the and the Israelis.
accusations against him willconDari made it apparent to path taken toward the Palestintinue to plague hisalreadytrouble- Netanyahu in public statements ians could affect the future staridden administration.
last week that the ten Shas mem - bility of Neranyahu's governIn a statement to the media, bersof Parliament would not ap- ment. If unpopular decisions are
Netanyahu said, "As far as I am provetheHebrondealifBar-On's made the opposition parties will
co ncerned,andasfarasthemajor- nomination was no t secured . It be even more resolved to remove
ity of the public in lsrael is con- is against Israeli law to appoint his government.
-c~rn <;!, this a.ffajJrris~~hirnn~d~s~:-r;of;iff,ic~ia~l~s:io"n•
" t~he~ba~m·~o_.fw;;:x;,;;t110r.;,n;,;;a.;.l_p======
Healsoconcedea,"._erre mma · m uence.
ing the selection (of the Attorney
Police announced their intenGeneral), but I did not commit a tion to formally charge
crime."
Netanyahu with violation of the
Additionally, Netanyahu at- law,aftersuspicion began to arise
tacked those accusing him of the that the law had been broken in
charges and the news media of Bar-On 's nomination. According
devising "anattempt tooverthrow to top Israeli attorneys, however,
the government."
the prosecution did not provide
The primary accusation stems sufficient evidence to allow for an
from Netanyahu'sappointmentof indictment.
Rubenstein and Arbel did deRani Bar-On as Attorney General
last january. The accusation claretheirintentiontochargeDari
claimed thatNetanyahu made the withfraud,extortionandobstrucnomination because of political tion of justice. Additionally, they
pressure from the religious party, intend toinvestigateNetanyahu's
the Shas.
Director-General
Avigdor
The head of the Shas party, Lieberman for his involvement in
Areyh Dari, has been on trial fac· the scandal.
Staf f Reporter

News Editor

~~~~~~~"~~~~~~~~~~~~~W!WW~~~·
VI e t e reg10n wll 1n ormation on environmenta
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Netanyahu cleared of indictment charges

earth
The annual party for the planet , known as
EARTHFest, took place at the Cleveland Metroparks
Zoo on Sunday, April 20, in order to celebrate and
educate people of all ages in environmental awareness.
An estimated 20,000 people gathered on the zoo
grounds to celebrate EARTH Fest '97 which ran from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. and featured more than 100 non-profit
and business exhibits, 15 environmental science exhibits, and educational displays for children.
According to the numerous informational releases
distributed for the event, EARTHFest was designed
eight years ago in order to commemorate Earth Day,
now in its 27th year. Furthermore,EARTHFestisOhio's
largest environmental ed 'ucation event and one of the
longest standing and successful Earth Day events in
the country.
The Earth Day Coalition, anon-profit ~nviron mental education and advocacy group, which has grown as
an institution in the last eight years, sponsored and
organized the entire event. Other sponsors of
EARTHFest '97 included Scene Magazine, WENZ 107.9,
THE END and the Illuminating Company
The mission of the Earth Day Coalition is "to conserve, protect and restore the earth promoting a dynamicenvironmentalagenda with the peopleofNortheastOhio."
Dawn Sunday, the director of volunteer services and
office manager of the Eartil Day Coalition, said that
this environmentally conscious event not only celebrates Earth Day; but "it gives people the opportunity
tolearnabouttheenvironment. Peoplecanleaveknowing how to get involved [in environmentally sound
activities] and knowing that they can do something
beneficial for Northeast Ohio."
In addition to the mission that the Earth Day Coa-
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Through the Internet and satellite imagery,
the students will be able to track the effects of
earth-damaging activities in the locality with
the aid of trained teachers and student volunteers from John Carroll.
Diffenderfer said they are now focusing on
younger people because "they need to be thinking about this [environmental problems] at an
early age."
"This project also ties into the efforts of the
jCU envi.ronmentalstudiesconcent.ration well,"
Diffenderfer said.
As part of Earth Day 1998, students will hold
a conference atJohn Carroll for their peers at the
end of their research projects so that they can
submit their findings and recommendations to
the appropriate governmental officials for possible action.

HOPE
continued from page 1
raising projects throughout the year in addition to
requesting donations from local companies, fellow
students, parents andjCU faculty and staff.
Bob Keller, a former employee of the Cuyahoga
County Board of Mental Retardation and a longtime supporter of Project H.O.P.E. left an endowment for it when he died after last year's event.
"We're dedicating this year's Project H.O.P.E day
to Mr. Keller for his support,"Rutledge said. "Last
year, we planted a tree in his name near jCU's softball field (where the Project H.O.P.E program is
held), and we'll be installing a plaque this year."

Tougher air pollution standards in question
TheClinron Administration's proposal to toughen national
air pollution standards has released opposttton from government agencies. The standards dehne the concentrations of
particles and ozone that are deemed unhealthful. Cities and
states would be given until2002 todcvdopstratcgtestocounter
the pollution, and the following 10 years to come into compli·
ance withthestandards. The Environmental Protection Agency
must decide by july 19whether to adopt the standards or revise
them.

Clinton encourages Internet connection in schools
President Clinton and Vice President Gore marked the second annual 'Net D-ay' by using a personal computer to talk to
youngsters in Los Angeles and Hartford. Climon has pressured
the Federal CommunicationsCommission toapproved!SCounts
of $2 billi.on to schools and libraries for internet connections.
Clinton's objective is to link every U.S. schoolroom by 2000.

Missina: aircraft wreckage fOLmd

The wreckage oC what is beUeved to be a missing U.S. warplane was found by search crews in Colorado last Sunday. Air
Force officials said the wreckage is probably Captain Craig
Button's A-lOThunderboltaircraftthatdisappeared on a training mission on April2. There W"clS no sign of the pilot.
Floods and fires force resident evacuations
Record flood ingand huge fires have forced mandatory evacuations and 24-hour urfew in most of the Grand Forks, N.D.
downtown district Authorities have threatened to use Na·
tional Guard Troops to arrest residents who have refused to
leave their homes.

World Briefs were compiled by Mcagan Lynch, Int . News &
Business Editor with the aid of wire sources.
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A daily supply of

is just one of the perks of working
in the WRITING CENTER.

APPLY NOW to join the Fall '97 staff
if you
•are eligible for campus employment•
•will be a junior or senior nexr fall
•have earned B's or higher in writing-intensive courses
•have earned } or more credit hours in courses
olher than freshman comp. that involved peer writing workshops
•want 10 help writers write bener.
•we pay bentr than work-srudy.
SlOp in at OC 207,
or e-mail SJORANKO
or phone 4529.

We welcome applications from sllldents in any major.
We~ ~lcome-and

feed-qualified volunteers.

~igma

Beta Gamma Sigma ts the national scholastic
honorary society for students of business and
management. Election to membership in Beta
Gamma Sigma is the highest scholastic honor
that a student of business or management can
achieve. Membership is restricted to students of
high scholarship and good moral character in
institutions with programs accredited by the
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.

Congratulations to the following 1997 Beta Garrma Sigma inductees:

JUNIOR CLASS

Senior Class

Elizabeth Chambers
Tara Lynn Allgeier
James Bradley Dahlmeier Joseph Bielawski, Jr.
Scott David Fink
Anthony Cafaro. Jr.
Brian D. Koester
Aimee M. Hummer
Kendra Lynne Kerber
Natalia B. Ugai
Holly Ann McBride
Grant A Mast
Renee Louise Palvolgyi
Jayme L. Moye
Julie B. Shaw
Nancy Rudolph
Carolyn M. Sprague
Jennifer M. Scherschel
Ryan K. Stumphauzer
Jaime Lynn Szymanski

M.B.A.
Richard L. Bihn
Lawrence E. Brown
Bradford S. Chochola
Denise l. Consenza
Theresa L. Howenst1ne
Brian A Laks
Michael W. Leaser
Amanda K. Neal
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Bonkers for the Babies Beanies overwhelm McDonald's
Kristen Schneldler
Eclitor-at-Large

The latest world takeover
surprisingly enough does not
involve any of the mapr international superpowers. The key
player in this power struggle IS
instead a seemingly innocent
linle bag of beans.

Commentary
The mania surrounding
Beanie Babies, a line of miniature stuffed animals, has given
consumers very little time to
recover from this past hohday
season's Tickle Me Elmo roy
craze, quickly becoming all the
rage among the youngest memhers of the population.
But the rage doesn't stop
there. What began innocently
enough with just nine tiny
stuffed animals with bean bag
bodies has become mass-market hysteria for children, their
parents, and (otherwise normal) members of the general
public,John Ca rroll University
students included.
One can walk into many of
the residence halls on campus
and easily find JCU students
attached to their Beanie Babies
some even claiming to sleep
with their 'Babies.'
Is this just another case of
homesick college s tudents
comforting thcmsel ves by getting cozy with a cute stuffed
anima l, or is there something
more to this craze?
~n~1~-..-DN~w

sweeping rhc na tion on every
level, as college students illustrate. but the phenomenon is
most glaringly obv1ous in the
form of franti c parents des per-

R.I1180II8 to 1111111

10
I

ate to please their offspring by
making sure their children can
keep up with the netghbors
when it comes to their Beame
collection.
In keeping with the tradition of the dramatic pursuit of
wys before them like the Cabbage Patch Kids, Teenage Mutant Ninga Turtles, and mostrecently Tickle Me Elmo dolls,
parents will go to almost any
length to get Beanie Babies for
their children. jim Meade, of
Doylestown, Ohio, is an example of one such parent. On
Saturday, Meadespen t $1,000 to
purchase four of the plush toys
that have been discontinued
and are thus being sold for well
over their $5 retail value.
"I t's almost like a hig h,"
Meade explained, after handingfour of the Babies to his wife
and daughter. "It's almost like
drugs. It's kind of weird."
You heard it from the horse's
mouth. This societal obsession
is perhaps just a bit extreme.
Reportedly, one man even went
so far as to order 40 of
McDonalds' Happy Meals, and
then proceeded to throw out all
of the food, leaving with only
the Beanie Babies McDonalds
was currently including with
the purchase of a Happy MeaL
Fad or£ renzy? While popular toys have always created
long lines at the stores, the
Beanie Babies phenomenon is
perhaps the fi rst to make a debut on the Internet, where consumers can check up on the ris ing value of their dear Babies.

Meagan Lynch
Sara Buss
The Carroll News

The unanticipated popularity
of the Teenie Beanie Baby Happy
Meal toy has caused the Cleveland
area McDonald's to end the promotionearl y and left other people
in cities throughout the nation
search ing for the little creatures.
The promotion that began on
Aprilll is scheduled to last until
May 15. However, the Teenie Beanies, smaller versions of the popular Ty Inc. Beanie Babies, received
such a strong response that the
Cleveland McDonald's corporation was forced to end the five week
promotion four weeks early.
A spokeswoman at the
McDonald's Headquarters in
Clevela nd said, "We had no idea
wewouldget this kind of response
from the consumer."
Cleveland area McDona \d's resta urants pu lied a II ad vertisemems
for the Teenie Beanies last Friday,
April 18, because all restaurants
were sold out. "We can't continue.
We have nothing to contin ue
with," according to the headquarters. Cleveland McDonald 's has
no plans for further promotion of
the toys at this time.
NotallMcDonald'srestaurants
nat ionwide are sold out of
theTeenie Beanies, however, national headquarters said they did
not expect the nearly 100 million
pieces man ufact ured to disappear
so quickly.
Maelisia Webb-Dunn, spokeswoman for the McDonald's national headquarters said, "When
they're out, they're our. We proMY
w ~q
1h ~
1I!.Or~9i a
cou :
co ector's item The"retired"mod whether this craze is really
In an attempt to control the dis- els are those that are no longer
about the toys, or if it is just
tribution of the Teenie Beanies, produced.
reflective of this society's need
Although Ty Inc. introduced
McDonald's Corporate Headquarto meet the quota of "He who
lO
ters
recommended
a
limit
of
the
Beanies in the Midwestern
dies with the most toys wins."
Happy Meals per customer. 1n ad- states almost three years ago, they
have only recently gained popularity nationwide.
Currently, there are web sites
for Beanie Babies collectors, which
recently posted that sales have increased ten-fold in each of the past
two years.
Ty Inc.'s marketing scheme revolves around the concept of "repeat purchase." According to the
Internet newsletter, ch ildren are
not satisfied with owningjust one
o11t lllklli!lttill tlt1 1148111111/tof Pizz4zz
Beanie.
This desire to own more than
one Beanie can be seen in theresponses from first graders at Gesu
School in University Heights. Out
of 30 students questioned, 25 had
at least one Beanie. The first grad erscited reasons for collecting the
critters such as they are "cool,"
"popular" and there are "different
like NBA League Pass, ESPN,
kinds."
Classic Sports and More!
Third graders at Gesu had varymgopinionson the Beanies. While

D] Chuck Rambaldo on Saturday Nights

$150 Domestic Beers Tuesday thru Thursday

8

DirecTV Sports

f

$1 Drafts and Free Pizza almost every Friday night!

I

Pool Tables, Fuss Ball&: Pin Ball
Awesome Pizza, Calzone, Pasta and Salads!
Walking distance fromjCU.
Even better- Stumbling distance to ]CD.
$3 Pints on Thursdays.
It's NOT Quinn's1

J
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clition, it was suggested that two
Teenie Beanie
models be introduced each week
for five weeks.
The great demand
for the Teenie
Beanies caused
most Cleveland
area restaurants
to ignore these
suggestions.
the
Given
popularity of the
Beanie Babies,it is
no surprise that
the Teenie Beanie
Babies have created such h ysteria. Since the introduction of the
toy in 1994, the
demand for the
toy has spread
from the Chicagobased Ty Inc.
Headquarters to
include the entire
nation.
,
Ch<ri<SI<o=n
While sold at a No tJUSt for little kids: Beanie Babies invade
retail price of $5, John Carroll University.
collectors will often pay hundreds or even thou- typical responses referred to
sands of dollars for particular Beanie Babies as "cute and cud Beanie Babies. Such is the case dly," one student mentioned she
with Grateful Dead -i nspired liked her Beanies because"theyare
"Garcia the Bear," a tie-dyed bear worth a lot."
which some collectors speculate
Because of the widespread
to hold a value of over $1,000.
popularity of the Beanies, certain
There are just under 80 Beanie models have become more desir Babies models available, and an able and more valuable than othadditional26 "retired" models. Ty ers. This has created a Beanie ma Inc. periodically "retires• certain nia that extends beyond the chilmodels in order to increase their dren for ':'hom the toy was origi-

~

The va ue of the toy as inspired collectors to hold "Beanie
Babies Conventions," where they
buy and sell the loosely-stuffed,
bean-filled animals.
One such convention was recent! y held at the Strongsville
Holiday Inn. One collector there
compared the Beanie Babies phenomenon to baseball card collecting. As he told the Plain Dealer,
"... people are gambling to see if the
market has peaked for them, and
if it's going to come back dow n."
The incredible reaction and
immense demand that the Beanie
Babies created resulted in the production of Beanie imposters by
competingtoycompanieseagerto
tap into the reported $250m illion
that Ty Inc. makes annually
Only time will tell if the Beanie
Babies obsession will fizzle like
th e Cabbage Patch craze of the
1980s or if it will continue to be a
collectors item for generations to
come.
Perhaps one third grade Gesu
student summed up the hysteria
best by saying, "T think all th is
Beanie Babies stuff is crazy."

BURGER

at 14101 Cedar Rd.

,._,®

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

KING

Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

We have part time positions
available with flexible hours.
This week's special is: All JCU students and
faculty receive a 20 percent discount with I.D.

FEA11JRES
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French class visits Martinique
Stacy Mlros

Llu Stlc"-t

Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter

Not too many john Carroll University
students have the advantage of sunbathing, snorkeling and hiking in order to complete their major.
But Helene Sanko, professor of French,
and her Martinique class did just that over
their spring break.
As pan of the class, Sanko and eight
students traveled to the French-owned island to practice their ability to speak and
understand the language.
The idea originated in Sanko's French
Spea king Countries and Francophone
Novel classes last spril}gsemester. The idea
became a reality this year with a vtsit to the
French territory. The major French black
writers the students read in class were from
Africa or the Antilles. The students suggested visiting Martinique, an island in the
Lesser Antilles, home toone of the authors
the class studied.
Sanko prepared an entire course around
the trip. The first part was the pre-depar- The "Write• stuff: Author Aime Cesaire takes time off being from the mayor of
ture lecture in class twice a week. Second Fort de France, Martinique to sign autogral*ts and talk to Hel~ne Sanko's French
was the actual travel to the island over class. From left to right: Geoffrey Wagner, Sanko, Bridget Walsh. C~aire,!rina
spring b.reak wh.ich cost each student an Maritzla and Kimberly Madison
additional $1,000. The price included the
flight, lodging and insurance. Now that the tion resort.
The class had the opportunity to meet
tripisover,students continue to meet informally with Sanko outside of class to dis- with author Aime Cesaire, whose works
cuss a paper and travel log they must com- they read in class. Cesaire, who is now the
plete in order to receive the three credit mayor of a city in Martinique, is the black
authorwhocoined the terms "black is beauhours for the class.
"Most students spend just as much on tiful" and 'negritude.'
Cesaire met with several students who
their spring break trips to Florida or
Cancun," Sanko said. "These students have made the trip to sign their books and speak
the advantage of completing a class as well with them.
Junior Bridget Walsh, a French minor,
as the practical usage of the language."
Seven of the eight students who made said that this was the highlight of the trip
the trip were French majors. They ea ch for her.
"It was a humbling experience to meet
created a travel log on what their own persgnal interests were. For exam le one sw · this man whohasacco m h s hed so rnuc h in
dent Who au tte t e c ss a
c
this time. The Ca1thol.ic
physician. She was interested in the plants author who represents black strength."
impact
on the island."
Sanko
agreed
with
Walsh.
of the island and their medical uses, so she
The
students
visited some of the Cathoopportu"How
many
students
have
this
created a journal on this topic.
lic
cathedrals
on
the island.
The students stayed in a "gite" or rented nity to meet a man that was the voice of the
"They
were
gorgeous,"
Walsh said.
black
African
countries?"
Sanko
asked.
home in the city of Saint Luce in the southSanko
ho(ies
her
classes
in the future
Thestudentsa
!so
practiced
their
French
ern part of the island. Thegite had all of the
conveniences of home and even a porch speaking skills while on the island since will have an interest in taking the trip and
outside wheretheyenjoyed their meals. The French is the native language and no En- plans to do a similar course.
"Our duty is to get to know these coungites were located 5minutesfromthe beach glish is spoken at all. As part of the trip,
and 10 minutes from the Club Med vaca- Sanko told her students to engage in con- tries," Sanko said.

.

...

"Brains, Brawn and Blue Suede Shoes" hit Cleveland
Local halls offame unite to bring summer fun to Northeast Ohio
joint marketing effort to increase tourism." May 31, there will be free autograph seslnventure Place, located in the Akron sions. Two "Hall of Famers"wi11 be present
Staff Reporter
There's nothing like going back to school area, will be offering an exhibition/activ- each time for any fans who want to come
in the fall, seeing your friends, and having ity entitled "K'nexPloration"which will run out and get an autograph.
Also, the Topps Card Company will be
to answer the of ten-asked question, "What from May until October. K'nex is a child's
running a temporary press shop. The combuilding
toy
and
visitorsareencouraged
to
did you do over break?"
Fortunately. if you're from the North- build and create with them. Afterwards, pany is making special gold foil cards that
east Ohio area, you won't have to conform to the visitors are given the opportunity to will be randomly inserted into Topps Card
packages and will become collector's items
purchase their masterpieces.
the usual answer of, "Nothin' much."
John Lennon's car will be one of the in the future.
lrwenture Place (the inventor's hall of
The Pittsburgh Steelers 'NFL On Tour"
fame), The Rock 'n' Roll Hall of Fame and many pieces of 1960s memorabilia diswill
also be held at the Football Hall of
played
at
the
Rock
Hall.
The
contributing
Museum and the Professional Football Hall
Fame
on Saturday,June l. The tour displays
Rock
Hall
is
"I
Want
to
display
from
the
of Fame have joined together to present
sum meni me ex hi bi tsand activities for resi- Take You Higher: The Psychedelic Era 1965- the experience of life in· the NFL Along
dents or visitors of the Cleveland, Akron 1969," and will begin May 10. "It's a creative with the display there will be activities of fered for visitors including the QB Chal- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - period of rock 'n' roll history. It was lenge,MakeaCatch,and Looklikea Hall of
large in San Francisco, where it was
You have three possible
called the Hippie Sub-culture, and Farner. And if none of that interests you, the
then it spread to London where it Induction Festival will be held on july 26.
Tri-ticket packages will be available for
was referred to as The Underground,'
choices of things to do,
those
who attend all three exhibitions.
said Jeff Hagan, community coord iAdult
ticketsare$25,and
children under 17
other than the typical laying nator of the Rock Hall. "We have a
national connection with the three are admitted for $19.
Now when fall rolls around and everyhalls of fame. It's a unique series of
around and watching TV.
one
asks about your summer, you have no
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - attractions that no other region this
to say "nothing." You have three
excuse
close has."
and Canton areas.
possible
choices of things to do, other than
"1
Want
to
Take
You
Higher·
will
consist
Appropriately titled. "Brains, Brawn, and
Blue Suede Shoes," the triad had planned on of artifacts from the psychedelic period of the typical lying around and watching TV
joining forces even before all three build- rock 'n'roll,coupled with in-depth wall text or going to the beach. So take advantage of
ings were complete. Chris Eck, manager of explaining the history and origin of the this summer.
For more information, call: lnventure
public relations at In venture Place,said, "We exhibition pieces.
Place
(330)762-4463, the Rock'n' Roll Hall
Completing the three exhibitions is the
have these three cultural resources so close
of
Fame
and Museum (216) 781-7625,or the
toone another that it's a benefit to all three Football Hall of Fame in Canton. Starting
Football
Hall of Fame (330) 456-8207.
May
10,
and
every
following
Saturday
until
halls of fame, and to the region itseU. It's a

Lisa Foster

What truly ranks highamongstudents'necessities in life-money? shelter? parties? beer? Sure, but pizza is
up there as well Unfortunately, the
Pizza Hut at the Inn-Between has becornea tiresomechoiceformanyjohn
Carroll University students, despite
the friendly service of Garry Smith.
And sad to say, Marriott's version of
cafeteria pizza leaves much to the
imag1nation and I itt le to the stomach.
Since pizza is such a staple o£ the college student's diet (what goes better
with an all-nighrer than pepperoni
and sausage?),JCU students can find
other alternate routes to obtain this
favorite meal Here are some area pizzerias that will undoubtedly satisfy
even the most particular connoisseurs.
Geraci's
2266 Warrensville U:nter Rd
371-56-'JJ

Large. plain cheese pizza: $8.95
Thisfamily-runbusinesshasbeen
passed down to the family's fourth
and fifth generations. The traditions
andcommitmenttoqualityhavebeen
passed down with the business.
Homtmade sauce and freshly
chopped mgredlentscomblne to create a great-tasting pina.
Delivery or sit-down service is
available. The dining area of£ers the
comfortable feel of a family-lnflu·
enccd le$taur&~ which crc.rcs a relued;eaDiaad~
Dishes adler than pW:a aredehdous

as welt

1i'y

sampling 101M (J tbe

pasta dishes, like rouccd l'llVioti. or
have a cannoU for desert.
Pizza

The
who has accesstoacarcanenjoytbe•get·lt-yourself" atmosphere oC this restaurant.
Theempkf,usareextremely friendly
and~ wdcomec:ustOJDersturodit
kitchen to help themselves to a din·
ner salad.
The Compola family's commitment to quality creates a fresh and
"tasty• pizza. The homemade sauce
tastes like it was whipped up by an
ltaliangrandma,asightyou are likely
to see if you look hi lhe back kitchen.
There is no deli'Vtl'f, but take-out
service Is ava1lablc.

Plzluz

20680 Nonh Park Blvd.

321-7272
Large, plain cheese pizza: S125
With a convenient across-thestreet location, Pizzazz Is the obvious
alternative for out-of-school dining.
As if the prime location were not
enough, the pizza is of high quality
and rivals the family-owned pizzerias. The crust is crisp and the cheese
is abundant There is mozzarella everywhere-on the salad, on the bread,
on the pizza. Cheese-lovers will find
this quite appealing. Best of all, the
short walk back to campus is sure to
help burn off those pizza calories.
Papa john'I

14't04 Cedar Rd.
691-1982
Large, plain cheese pizza: $5.95 for
JCU students.
For the transportatio~-im·
paired or financially-sua
stu·
dent. Papajohn's isagreatalternad¥e.
With free delivery ancl>low prtces. a
quick ttat is only. pltione call away.
Students do not have to interrupt precious homework dme; the pizza will
be conveniently brought to them.
The cr\ISf at Papa John's is flatter
and more chewy. <Mrall, however,
the pizza Is a goocldeal-quick,cheap
and not from Merriott.
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Bonkers for the Babies Beanies overwhelm McDonald's
Kristen Schneldler

The mania surrounding
Beanie Babies, a line of minia·
ture stuffed animals, has given
consumers very little time to
recover from this past holiday
season's Tickle Me Elmo toy
craze, quickly becoming all the
rage among the youngest mem·
bers of the population.
But the rage doesn't stop
there. What began innocently
enough with just nine tiny
stuffed animals with bean bag
bodies has become mass-market hysteria for children, the1r
parents, and (otherwise normal) members of the general
public,JohnCarroll University
students included.
One can walk into many of
the residence halls on campus
and easily find JCU students
attached to their Beanie Babies,
some even claiming to sleep
with thei r 'Babies.'
Is this just another case of
homesick college s tudents
comforting themselves by get·
ting cozy with a cute stuffed
animal, or is there something
more to this craze?

ate to please their offspring by
making sure their children can
keep up with the neighbors
when it comes to their Beame
collection.
In keepmg with the tradition of the dra marie pursuit of
toys before them I ike the Cabbage Patch Kids, Teenage MutanrNinga Turtles, and mosuecemly Tickle Me Elmo dolls,
parents will go to almost any
length to get Beanie Babies for
their children. Jim Meade, of
Doylestown, Ohio, is an ex·
ample of one such parent. On
Saturday,Meadespen t$1,000ro
purchase four of the plush wys
that have been discontinued
and are thus being sold for well
over their $5 retail value.
"It's almost like a high ,"
Meade explained, after handingfourof the Babies to his wife
and daughter. "It's almost like
drugs. It's kind of weird."
You heard it from the horse's
mouth. This societal obsession
is perhaps just a bit extreme.
Reportedly,one man even went
so far as to order 40 of
McDonalds' Happy Meals, and
then proceeded tothrowoutall
of the food, leaving with only
the Beanie Babies McDonalds
was currently including with
the purchase of a Happy MeaL
Fad or frenzy? While popular toys have always created
long lines at the stores, the
Beanie Babies phenomenon is
perhaps the first to make a debut on the Internet, where consumerscancheck upon the rising value o[ their dear Babies.

s weep mg the nation on every
level, as college students illusuate, but the phenomenon is
most glaringly obvious in the
form of frantic parentsdesper·

wh ether thi s cra ze is really
abo ut the toys, or if it is just
reflect ive of this society's need
to meet the quota of 'He who
dies with the most toys wins.'

Editor-at-large
The latest world takeover
surprisingly enough does not
involve any of the major international superpowers. The key
player in this power snuggle is
instead a seemingly innocent
little bag of beans.

Commentary

Meagan Lynch
Sara Buss
The Carroll News
The unanticipated popularity
of the Teenie Beanie Baby Happy
Meal toy has caused the Cleveland
area McDonald's to end the promotion early and left other people
in cities throughout the nation
searching for the little creatures.
The promotion that began on
Aprilll is scheduled to last until
May 15. However, the Teenie Beanies, smaller versions of the popular Ty Inc. Beanie Babies, received
such a strong response that the
Cleveland McDonald 's corporation was forced to end the five week
promotion four weeks early.
A spokeswoman at the
McDonald's Headquarters in
Cleveland said, "We had no idea
we would get this kind of response
from the consumer."
Cleveland area McDonald's restauramspulled alladvertisements
for the Teenie Beanies last Friday,
April 18, because all restaurants
were sold out. "We can't continue.
We have nothing to continue
with," accord ing to the headquarters. Cleveland McDonald's has
no plans for further promotion of
the toys at this time.
Notal! McDonald's restaurants
nationwide are sold out of
theTeenie Beanies, however, na·
tional headquarters said they did
not expect the nearly 100 million
pieces manufactured to disappear
so quickly.
Maelisia Webb-Dunn, spokeswoman for the McDonald 's national headquarters said, 'When
they're out, they're out. We pro'9\
y
cou .
In an attempt to control the distribution of the Teenie Beanies,
McDona Id's Corporate Headquar·
ters recommended a limit of 10
Happy Meals per customer. ln ad-
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$150 Domestic Beers Tuesday thru Thursday
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$1 Drafts and Free Pizza almost every Friday night!
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Pool Tables, Fuss Ball&:. Pin Ball
Awesome Pizza., Calzone, Pasta and Salads!
Walkingdistancefrom]CU.
Even better- Stumbling distance to ]CU.
$3 Pints on Thursdays.
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like NBA League Pass, ESPN,
Sports and More!
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clition, it was suggested that two
Teenie Beanie
models be introduced each week
for five weeks.
Thegreatdemand
for the Teenie
Beanies caused
most Cleveland
area restaurants
to ignore these
suggestions.
Given
the
popularity of the
Beanie Babies, it is
no surprise that
the Teenie Beanie
Babies have created such h ysteria. Since the introduction of the
toy in 1994, the
demand for the
toy has spread
from the Chicagobased Ty Inc.
Headquarters to
include the entire
nation.
Chc.rl(Skoc.ze.n
While sold at a Not just for little kids: Beanie Babies invade
retail price of $5, John Carroll University.
collectors will ofte n pay hundreds or even thou- typical responses referred to
sands of dollars for particular Beanie Babies as "cute and cud Beanie Babies. Such is the case dly," one student mentioned she
with Grateful Dead-inspired liked her Beanies because "they are
"Garcia the Bear," a tie-dyed bear worth a lot."
which some collectors speculate
Because of the widespread
to hold a value of over $1,000.
popularity of the Beanies, certain
There are just under 80 Beanie models have become more desirBabies models available, and a n able and more valuable than othadditional26 "retired" models. Ty ers. This has created a Beanie rnaInc. periodically "retires" certain nia that extends beyond the chilmodels in order to increase their dren for whom the toy was origi-

mo~~.a

•

co ector's item . The "retired"mod -

els are those that are no longer
produced.
Although Ty Inc. introduced
the Beanies in the Midwestern
states almost three years ago, they
have only recently gained popularity nationwide.
Currently, there are web sites
for Beanie Babies collectors, which
recently posted that sales have increased ten-fold in each of the past
two years.
Ty Inc.'s marketing scheme revolves around the concept of "repeat purchase." According to the
Internet newsletter, children are
not satisfied withowningjust one
Beanie.
This desire to own more than
one Beanie can be seen in there·
sponses from first graders at Gesu
School in University Heights. Om
of 30 stude nts questioned, 25 had
at least one Beanie. The first graders cited reasons for collecting the
critters such as they are "cool,"
"popular" and there are "different
kinds."
ThirdgradersatGesu had varyingopinionson the Beanies. While

T e value o the toy

as inspired collectors to hold "Beanie
Babies Conventions," where they
buy and sell the loosely-stuffed,
bean-filled animals.
One such convention was recently held at the Strongsville
Holiday Inn. One collector there
compared the Beanie Babies phenomenon to baseball card collecting As he told the Plain Dealer,
"... people are gambling to see if the
market has peaked for them , and
if it's gomg to come back down"
The incredible reaction and
immense demand that the Beanie
Babies created resulted in the production of Beanie imposters by
competing toycompanies eager to
tap into the reported $250 million
that Ty Inc. makes annually.
Only time will tell if the Beanie
Bab1es obsession will fizzle like
the Cabbage Patch craze of the
1980s or if it will continue to be a
collectors item for generations to
come.
Perhaps one third grade Gesu
student summed up the hysteria
best by saying, "I think all this
Beanie Babies stuff is crazy."

~ at 14101 Cedar Rd.
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French class visits Martinique
Stacy Mlros
Staff Reporter
Not too many John Carroll University
students have the advantage of sunbath·
ing,snorkelingand hiking in order to complete their major.
But Helene Sanko, professor of French,
and her Martinique class did just that over
their spring break.
As part of the class, Sanko and eight
students traveled to the French-owned is·
land to practice their ability to speak and
understand the language.
The idea originated in Sanko's French
Speaking Countries and Francophone
Novel classes last spril!g semester. The idea
became a reality this year with a visit to the
French territory. The major French black
writers the students read in class were from
Africa or the Antilles. The students suggested visiting Martinique, an island in the
Lesser Antilles, home to one of the authors
the class studied.
Sanko prepared an entire course around
the trip. The first pan was the pre-departure lecture in class twice a week. Second
was the actual travel to the island over
spring b.reak wh.ich cost each student an
additional $1,000. The price included the
flight, lodging and insura nee. Now that the
trip is over, students continue to meet informally with Sanko outside of class to dis·
cuss a paper and travel log they must complete in order to receive the three creda
hours for the class.
"Most students spend just as much on
their spring break trips to Florida or
Cancun," Sanko said. "These students have
the advantage of completing a class as well
as the practical usage of the language."
Seven of the eight students who made
the trip were French majors. They each
created a travel log on what their own perso nal interests were. For exam le one s tu dent Who au It
e c ss a
physician. She was interested in the plants
of the island and their medical uses, so she
created a journal on this topic.
.......

•

· a "gite" oc rented
t

PI

LINitlcUrl
Staff Reporter

What trulyranks highamongstudents'necessities in life-money? shel·
ter> parties? beer? Sure, but pizza is
up there as welL Unfonunately, the
Pizza Hut at the Inn-Between has become a tiresome choice for manyjohn
Carroll Umversity students, despite
the friendly service of Garry Smith.
And sad to say, Marriott's version o(
cafeteria pizza leaves much to the
imagination and I ittle to thestomach.
Since pizza is such t1 staple of the col·
lege student's diet (what goes better
with an ali·nighter than pepperom
and sausage?),JCU students can find
other alternate routes to obtain this
favorite meaL Here are some area pizzerias that will undoubtedly satisfy
even the most particular connoiSSeurs.
Geraci's
2266 Warrensville Center Rd

371·5643

Large. plain cheese ptua: $8.95

The "Write• stuff: Author Aime Cesaire takes time off being from the m~yor of
Fort de France, Martinique to sign autographs and talk to ~lane Sanko_s French
class. From left to right: Geoffrey Wagner, Sanko, Bridget Walsl\ Cesatre, lnna
Maritzia and Kimberly Madison.

Thisfamilrrun business has been
passed down to the family's fourth
and fifth generations. Thetraditions
and commitment toquahty ha~ been
passed down with the business.
Homtmade sauce and freshly
chopped ingredients combine to create a great-tasting pl:ua.
.
Delivery or sit-down service IS
available. The dining area ofrers the
comfortable feel of a family·lnflu·
enccd restaurant. whk:h crta.reS a relued')allfand~

tion resort.
The class had the opportunity to meet
with author Aime Cesaire, whose works
they read in class. Cesaire, wh~ is now the
mayor of a city in Mammque, IS the black
authorwhocoined the terms "black IS beau·
tiful" and 'negritude.'
Cesaire met with several students who
made the trip to sign their books and speak
with them.
junior Bridget Walsh, a French minor,
said that this was the highlight of the tnp
for her.
"It was a humbling experience to meet

versations with local residents. She reported
that all did very well.
The students had a taste of the native
foods such as sugar cane, climbed a dormant volcano, went ro a butterfly farm and
visited a Gauguin museum .
"lt was interesting to see how different
thecultureisfromours,"Walshsaid. "Many
natives have beliefs in black magic or voodoo. We had to ask to take their pictures
and some refused because of their beliefs."
Walsh also mentioned the strict Catholic faith of some of the natives.
"It was Lent , what they call'la periode-

this manwhohas accom Hs hed so muc hin

~~~~~~~~~~---.~-this time. The
has a strong
....... .1-:tn

author who represents black strength."
Sanko agreed with Walsh. .
"How many students have th1s opponu.y
a
r
was the voice of the

of dea th " s h e said . "l'h

-'

itCevel
ortheast Oh ·

have a can noll for duert.
Tasty Pizza

TC

impact on the island."
The students visited some of the Catholic cathedrals on the island
-:-t"> ""'"''-"-

Dishes other than pizza 1ft deltdous
as well li'y sampling 10111e oC cbe
pasra dishes, like routed ravioli. or

fortu~tat~: sn1Cienl
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Lacrosse club joins new league, plays Big 10 schools
Robb Giambrone
Staff Reporter
Back in 1990, a group of three John Carroll University students formed their own
lacrosse club.
The Carroll lacrosse club os sull going
strong today with junior Br1an Felber at the
helm. Felber has made a nameforthegroup.
"My goal 1s to make the john Carroll lacrosse program known in this league,"
Felber said. "The word 1sout that we have a
lacrosse team."
This pastjanuary, the Carroll team pined
the National College lacrosse League
(NCLL), which includes several b1g-name
colleges, such as Syracuse (the club team
rather than the varsity team), the Naval
Academy, John Hopkins University and
Duke University.
Carroll plays in a diVISIOn tha t includes
Kent State University, University of Akron ,
University of Illinois, University of Dayton
and Xavier University.
"Playing the Btg 10 schools and getting
in this league have been great," said sophomore Ryan Daly, midfielder for the team.
"We're going to get some recognition."
Fe I ber made joining this league possible
when he anended a meetinginJanuary. At
this meeting, schedules were made and
names of other team organizers were given.
"This was a great opportunity," Felber said.
"Sol tried mybesttomakeourteam known."
Felber said that he has been in touch with
many of the other team organizers and
scheduled some great games.So far this season, they have a record of l-2, including
victory against Akron.
Since there are not any coaches, it is difficult fort he team to make the players show
up for practices and games. "It is most frustrating to motivate kids,"Felbersaid. "When
they have nothing to lose." Daly added,
"You have to be in shape or at least somewhat in shape to be on our team."

Year: Sophomore
Major: English/Communications
Zodiac Sign: Virgo
How do you spend your free
time?: Dancing for the JCU Dance
team, singing, service projects and
visiting certain Lee Rd. establishments.
Favorite perfume: Tommy Girl
What modern woman do you
most admirel: My sister. She has
set goals for her life and has become
successful. She wants to make a
difference in others' lives.
Do you make your bed every
morningl: No.
How would you describe your
personal style?: Outgoing and full
of ene . I like to have fun.

The JCU lacrosse team after a 7-5 victory over Kent State University.
The team has joined the National College Lacrosse League this
season. playing teams from Big 10 colleges.
One of the highlights is when the majority of team members show up for practice,
according to Felber. Some days many will
show up for practice, and other days few. "It
shows that we have a really inconsistent
commitment," Daly said.
Any student who wants to play lacrosse
is welcomed to join the team. "Anybody
interested can play," said Daly,"even if you've
never played before."
Unfortunately, those students who are
in terested in playing are not always able
because the cost is too expensive. ltcancost
up to $300 for equipment. Expenses are the
major downside to the sport. "There are
people who want to play, but just don't have
equipment," Felber said.
The lacrosse club has been a very strong

program at Carroll. and it continues to grow.
In thei r first four years of existence the team
has hosted its own tournament. The won
this tournament several times, which is
impressive for a young team.
Next season is shaping up to be a very
promising one. The team will only be losing one senior from this year's team. "I am
really looking forward to next year," Felber
said, "beca use some great people and strong
players are returning."
Lacrosse is an intense game to play "It
combines the speed of basketball and soccer, and the hits of hockey, and makes it a
well-rounded sport for everybody to play,"
Felber said.
'It's a game that's always moving,' Daly
said. 'There is never a dull moment.'

Now
Hiring
Drivers
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Phantom reappears SNL ready for 23rd season
Tania Meola
Staff Reporter
The collective works of music by Andrew Lloyd Webber, lyrics by Charles Hart
and the novel by Gaston Leroux together
produce the long running masterpiece
Phantom oft he Opera.
The play, which is running at the Playhouse Square Center now through june 7, is
based on the novel Phantom oft he Opera.
Gaston Leroux, the French author who
created the PhantomoftheOpera, managed
to capture the atmosphere of the times.
The Paris of Gaston
Leroux's time was the Paris
of "La Belle Epoque" (The
&autiful T1me). The France
of the 19th century was
filled with belief m the supernarural and the spirit
world. The costumes, sertings, and props all exemplify the excesses of this
Paris.
Andrew Lloyd
Webber managed tocreatea
musica I masterpiece of
Leroux's original noveL
The widely recognized CraigSchulman
is playing the role of the Phantom for this
current production. He has appeared in
Broadway,opera,andsymphonic pops programs. Sandra Joseph plays the part of
Christi ne in the Phantom and has performed in more than a dozen countries
world wide. They both gave outstanding
character portrayals.
The specia l effects include a 1,000pound
crashingchandelierandfantastic pyrotechnic explosions.
One of the best scenes is when the masquerade ball takes place. The exotic cos-

tumes combined with Andrew Lloyd
Webber's melodies give you a flavor of the
varied energies and personalities of over
one hundred years ago that still enchant us
The costumes are the great spectacle of
Phantom, made with magnificent detail
There are over 238 costumes per show.
The Phantom shocks and thrills the audience by appearing out of thin air in the
least likely places. The Phantom's bag of
tricks lead to a senesof events wh1ch bnng
suspense and excitement to the show, exemplifying the superb spec tal effects.
Phantom 1s the winner
of seven Tony Awards and
has broken box office
records in London , ew
York, Los Angeles, and
Toronto. Cleve! and IS
among the ehte group of
only e1ght Cities across the
countrytohosttheproduction of PharHom of the Opera. The musical has captivated audiences around the
world, bringing in over $1.5
billion
The powerful operatic voices ran chills
up my spine and brought tears to my eyes.
The dance styles are wonderfully choreagraphed and bring the stage to life. This
cast must be commended for their excellent performance.
The acting was phenomenal, yet the
music fell short of the London performance.
Michael Crawford as the Phantom in London gave an unforgettable performance.
But, Cleveland's performance will not
be a disappointment. There are still seats
available, so take advantage of this rare opportunity Cleveland has been given.

James Endrst
The Hartford Courant
AnotherseasonofNBCs"Saturday ight
L1ve," its 22nd, IS commg to a close. Want to
go for 237Lorne Michaels 1s ready 1f you are
"Why)" is another que uon, one that
seems fair to ask the 52-year-old creator of
'SNL," a man who for 17 seasons (1975 to
1980and 1985 to the present) has served as
execunve producer, wmer, far her figure,
Ob1-Wan Kenobi and occasiOnal player.
M1chaels admits he has asked h1mself
"why)" many nmes over the years, years of
"going from blank page to on-the-air m s1x
days."
"Let me try to answer a honestly as I
can," Michaels begins, sittmg down for a
chat inhisofftceoverlookmgthe' NL"set.
"llovedomg the show," he says ' I hke the
processandlhaveabetterperspecuveonit
than when l was at the center of It m the
'70s, when !lived and died every moment
and felt every son of bump in the road."
The older he got, says Michaels,"themore
I was able to get some perspecuve on it and
know when to worry and when not 10
worry"
What?Michaelsworry? lf evert here was
a television executive capable of conveying
calm, it's Lome Michaels.
"It takes a lot to rattle Lome," says one
NBC msider who was standing near the
producer recently when 'SNL" cast member Norm MacDonald accidentally let the
'F'' word fly over the air. Michaels was not
pleased, but did little more than raise an
eyebrow.
Michaels, who launched the show in
NBC's Studio 8H on Oct. 11, 1975, with the
now legendary cast of Chevy Chase, j ohn
Belushi, Dan Aykroyd,Gilda Radner,Garrett

Morris, Lara me Newman and jane Curtin,
has seen the audiences, casts and the cycles
of critical embrace and rejection come and
go too many times to fall apart now.
He has weathered the competition, and
enduredthenostalgtccnesofbabyboomers
whowatch"bestof"compilationsandcomplain thatthis year's" NL"-fort hat matter,
any y~r's "SNL"-'isn't as good as It used to
be.'Hehasevensteppedaway,parringcompany wnh the show for five years, after
which he watched h1screanon come perilously close to extmcuon
But • aturday Night Uve" is not dead
If anything. 1ts pulse, a ratmgs climb
and critic grow fonder,l:>qutckening.
R1 k Ludwm (NBC Entertainment semorvtccpresidentforspcclals,vanetyprograms and late mght)says:"lt'sJUSt toovalu
ableafranchLsetog1veup,"andcomparesn
m that respect to the "Tomght" show.
Can ellauon,saysLudwin, tmplyisnot
an option, although he acknowledges that
the media frequently has called forlast rites,
parucularly dunng the disastrous 1994-95
season(which featured such cast members
as Michael McKean, Chns Elliott and
Janeane Garofalo).
All that, it seems now, ism the past.
"I think we're ina very good period now,"
says Michaels. "We've got a very good cast,
and the writing staff has gotten very close
to the cast and there's no decadence yet.
Everybody's still pretty much focused on
the show. lt's their f1rst pnority."
Comedy, particularly live comedy, ain't
easy, but for now,SNL is ready for the critics.
"I thinkpeopleknowagood'SaturdayNight'
show from a bad 'Saturday Night' show,"
says Michaels. "W hen we'regood, we're very
very good, and when we're bad, we're "

Cusack's Grosse Pointe doesn't shoot blanks
I didn't think so.
Sarah Furey
Staff Reporter
While he is back in town, MarLooking [or a way to spice up tin is not free of the dangerous life
your future ten-year class re- of a professional killer. He is purunion? Don't plan anything big, sued by a couple of thugs, tipped
;ust wait fortheclassmate-turned - off by Grocer (Dan Aykroyd), a
professional killer to show up. competing hitman. Another killer
is also after him because of a past
Now, there's a party.
A wealthyDetroitsuburbisthe altercation. The storyline with the
backdrop for the re1=entlyreleased mysterious gunman gets a bit condark comedy Grosse Pointe Blank. fusing, because it is difficult to figThe Pointes High Class of 1986 ure out why he is after Marrin.
returns to check out former classThe ending seems a bit con. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , trived. It looks like the producers had to find some way to get
niCK PICK: Grosse Pointe
Martin and Debi togetherforthe
end of the movie, and they were
RA.TIMCi: 7 out of 10
running out of time tO do it, so
....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. theythrewinanothercheesyac-
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You donlt have to be a philosophy major to come to grips with the truth about pizza.
All you need to know is Papa John's delivers the perfect pizza at the perfect price. And
then you need to know a number to call to make it happen. Better yet just use the
number below. Easy, Huh? Perfect Pizza. Perfect Price. Everyday.

Servicing John Carroll
14404 Cedar Rd.
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mates' bulging waistlines andreceding hairlines while dancing
the night away to runes from a
decade earlier. The chaos in town
begins when a mysterious former
classmate arrives after a ten-year
hiatus.
john Cusack is charm ing and
attractive as Martin Blan k,a member of the Pointes High Class of
1986whodecided to join the army
on the night of his senior prom
and ended up becoming a professional killer. Martin's main intention for going home for the reunion is an attempt to patch up a
relationship with Debi Newberry
(Minnie Driver), the girl he stood
up on prom night
Debi, a disc jockey for a local
radio station, makes him suffer
through an on-ai r interYiew and
then agrees to go out with him. If
the producers were trying to portray her as playing hard-to-get, it
was a halfhearted attempt It's
obvious that she still loves him ,
and he has to do very little to get
back into her good graces. Come
on,girls-howmanyof you would
really take theguywhostood you
up on prom night ten years ago
back into your life?

tion sequence. The whole ending
just seems to come out of nowhere.
Driver is cute ana cunning as
Debi. lt was nice to see her play
someone with a bit of self -confidence after her wim py character
in Circle of Friends . And one
woul9 expect a big comedic star
like Dan Aykroyd to steal the show
from the younger actors, but he
keeps his role as a secondary character low-key and interacts well
with Cusack. Also adding some
spice to the movie is Cusack's sister, Joan Cusack, as Marcella,
Martin's secretary.
The reunion scenes are great.
There are the former foot ball jocks
who never got over their on-thefield heroics, the class president
who is just way too perky for her
own good and the girl that all the
guys wanted but couldn't have.
Much of the humor in the movie
comes from the other characters'
reactions tow hat Martin says is his
profession. No one reacts to his
professional killer status, only to
the fact that he's been gone without a trace for ten years.
The music in these scenes totally rocks, if you're into eighties
music. ln fact, the soundtrack it-

Grosse: Debi (Minnie Driver) puts Martin {John Cusack) on the spot in a radio interview ten years
after he stood her up on prom night.
self is a musr-buy,featuring"Blister in the Sun" by the Violent
Femmes, "99 Luftballons" by
Nena, 'Walk like An Egyptian'
by the Bangles, and 'I Can See
Clearly Now' by Johnny Nash.
It'll make you want to get out
your leg warmers and watch The

completely enjoying the movie.
Even with all of the holes in the
plot and the contrived ending,
Grosse Pointe Blank is still a movie
that I would recommend seeing. A

111111-D.J.'s spin the
East Side's best
18 &
HOUSE AND DANCE
over
$2 imports all night

Breakfast Club.
There are a few questions
about the plot, however, that still
need to be answered. For example, if he mysteriously joined
the Army on prom night, why
didn't anyone, not even his parents, know? And if his parents
did know, why didn't they tell
anyone? Why does Debi let him
back into her life so easily? Did
Martin Blank ever actually get a
diploma? And why would you
tell people that your profession
involves killing people 1f it is illegal? These seem to be questionsof reality that kept mefrom

darkly humorous£Hck,at the least
it answers the questions you always had about that mysterious
guy who sat behind you in study
hall.
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Lacrosse club joins new league, plays Big 10 schools

Year: Sophomore
Major: English/Communications
Zodiac Sign: Virgo
How do you spend your free
time?: Danc1ng for the JCU Dance
team, singing. service projects and
visiting certain Lee Rd. establishments.
Favorite perfume: Tommy Girl
What modern woman do you
most admire?: My sister. She has
set goals for her life and has become
successful. She wants to make a
difference tn others' lives.
Do you make your bed every
morning?: No.
How would you describe your
personal style?: Outgoing and full
of energy. I like to have fun.

Robb Giambrone
Staff Reporter
Back in 1990, a group of three john Carroll University students formed their own
lacrosse club.
The Carroll lacrosse club is st 11l gomg
strong today with JUniOr Bnan Felber at the
helm. Fe I ber has made a name for the group.
"My goal is to make the John Carroll lacrosse program known tn this league ,"
Felber said. "T he word ISOUl that we have a
lacrosse team."
This pastjanuary,theCarroll team joined
the National College Lacrosse League
(NCLL), which includes several big-name
colleges, such as Syracuse (the club team
rather than the varsity team), the Naval
Academy, john Hopkins Universiry and
Duke University.
Carroll plays m a divts1on that includes
Kent State University, University of Akron,
University of !llinois, University of Dayton
and Xavier University.
"Playing the Big 10 schools and getting
m this leag ue have been great," said sophomore Ryan Daly, midfielder for the team.
"We're going to get some recognition."
Felber made joining this league possible
when he attended a meeting injanuary. At
this meeting, schedules were made and
names of other team organizers were given.
"This was a great opportunity," Felber said.
"So I tried my best tomakeourteam known."
Felber said that he has been in touch with
many of the other team organizers and
scheduled some great games. So far this season, they have a record of 1-2, including
victory against Akron.
Since there are not any coaches, it isdifficult fort he team to make the players show
up for practices and games. "It is most frustrating to motivate kids,"Felbersaid. "When
they have nothing to lose." Daly added,
"You have to be in shape or at least somewhat in shat>C to be on our team."

The JCU lacrosse team after a 7-5 victory over Kent State University.
The team has joined the National College Lacrosse League this
season. playing teams from Big 10 colleges.
One of the highlights is when the majority of team members show up for practice,
according to Felber. Some days many will
show up for practice, and other days few. "It
shows that we have a really inconsistent
commitment," Daly said.
Any student who wants to play lacrosse
is welcomed to join the team . "Anybody
interested can play," said Daly,"even if you've
never played before."
Unfortunately, those students who are
interested in playing are not always able
because the cost is too expensive. It can cost
upto$300forequipment. Expenses are the
major downside to the sport. "There are
people who want to play, but just don 't have
equipment," Felber said.
The lacrosse dub has been a very strong

program at Carroll,and it continues to grow.
In their first four years of existence the team
has hosted its own tournament The won
this tournament several times, which is
impressive for a young team .
Next season is shaping up to be a very
promising one. The team will only be losing one senior from this year's team. "I am
really looking forward to next year," Felber
said,"because some great people and strong
players are returning.·
Lacrosse is an intense game to play. "It
combines the speed of basketball and soccer, and the hits of hockey, and makes it a
well-rounded sport for everybody to play,"
Felber said.
"It's a game that's always moving," Daly
said. "There is never a dull moment."
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You don•t have to be a philosophy major to come to grips with the truth about pizza.
All you need to know is Papa John 1S delivers the perfect pizza at the perfect price. And
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number below. Easy, Huh? Perfect Pizza. Perfect Price. Everyday.
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Phantom reappears SNL ready for 23rd season
Tania Meola
Staff Reporter
The collective work5 of music by Andrew Lloyd Webber, lyrics by Charles Hart
and the novel by Gaston Leroux together
produce the long running masterpiece
Phantom of rhe Opera.
The play, which is running at the Playhouse Square Center now through june 7,1S
based on the novel Phantom oft he Opera.
Gaston Leroux, the French author who
c reated the PhantomoftheOpera,managed
to capture the atmosphere of the rimes.
The Paris of Gaston
Leroux's time was the Paris
of "La Belle Epoque" (The
Beautiful Time). The France
of the 19th cent ury was
filled with belief in thesupernatural and the spirit
world. The costumes, settings. and props a ll exemplif y the excesses of this
Paris.
Andrew Lloyd
Webber managed to create a
musical masterpiece of
Leroux's original novel.
The widely recogmzed Craig Schulman
is playing the role of the Phantom for this
current production. He has appeared in
Broad way,opera, and symphonic pops programs. Sandra Joseph plays the part of
Christine in the Phantom and has performed in more than a dozen countries
world wide. They both gave outstanding
character portrayals.
T hespecia leffectsincludea l,OOOpound
crashing c handelier and fantastic pyrotechnic explosions.
One of the best scenes is when the masquerade ball takes place. The exotic cos-

tumes combined with Andrew Lloyd
Webber's melodies give you a flavor of the
varied energies and personalities of over
one hundred yearsagothatstillencham u .
The costumes are the great spectacle of
Phantom , made wnh magnificent detatl
There are over 238 costumes per show
The Phantom shocks and thrills the audience by appearing out of thm air in the
least likely places. The Phantom's bag of
tricks lead toasenesof events which bnng
suspense and excitement to the show, exemplifymg rhe superb spec1al effects.
Phantom is the winner
of seven Tony Awards and
has broken box office
records in London, ew
York, Los Angeles, and
Toronto. Cleveland 1s
among the elite group of
only eigh t cities across the
country to host the producnon of Phantom of the Opera. The musical hascaptivated audiences around the
world, bringing 111 over $1.5
billion.
The powerful operatic voices ran chills
up my spine and brought tears to my eyes.
The dance styles are wonderfully choreographed and bring the stage to life. This
cast must be commended for their excellent performance.
The acting was phenomenal, yet the
music fellshonof the London performance.
Michael Crawford as the Phamom in London gave an unforgettable performance.
But, Cleveland's performance will not
be a disappointment. There are still seats
available, so take advantage of this rare opportunity Cleveland has been given.

James Endrst
The Hartford Courant
Another season of NBCs"SaturdayN•ght
L1ve," its 22nd, Iscommg to a close. Want to
go for 2)1 Lorne Michaels is ready If you are
"Why?" is another question, one that
seems fair to ask the 52-year-old creator of
"SNL," a man who for 17 seasons 0975 to
1980 and 1985 to the present) has served as
execuuve producer, writer, farher figure,
Obt -Wan Kenobi and occasional player
M1chacls admits he has asked h1mself
"wh yr many umes ove r the year ·, years of
"going from blank page to on-the-air in s1x
days."
"Let me try to answer as honestly as I
can," Michaels begin , sHnng down for a
chat inhisofficeoverlookingthe' NL"set.
"Ilovedotngtheshow," he5ays"Ihkethe
process and I have a betterperspecuvcon it
than when l was at the center of it in the
'70s, when I lived and died every moment
and felt every sort of bump in the road ."
Theolderhegot,saysMichaels,"themore
I was able to get some perspective on it and
know when 10 worry and when not to
worry."
What?Michaelsworry? If evertherewas
a television executive capable of conveymg
calm, it's Lome Michaels.
"It takes a lot to rattle Lorne," says one
NBC insider who was standing near the
producer recently when "SNL" cast member Norm MacDonald accidentally let the
'FK word fly over the atr. Michaels was not
pleased, but did little more than raise an
eyebrow.
Michaels, who launched the show in
NBC's Studio 8H on Oct. 11, 1975, with the
now legendary cast of Chevy Chase, john
&lushi,DanAykroyd,G ilda Radner,Garrert

Morris, Larame Newman and Jane Currin,
has seen the audiences, casts and the cycles
of critical embrace and rejection come and
go too many times to fall apart now
He has weathered the competition, and
enduredthenostalg1ccnesofbabyboomers
who watch "bestof"compilationsand complain thatthisyear's"SNL"-forrhat matter,
any year's "SNL"-"tsn't as good as tt used 10
be."Hehasevensrepped away, paning company wnh the show for five years, after
which he watched hiscreanoncome perilously close to exuncuon
Bur "Saturday N1ghr Live· i<; not dead
If anything, its pulse, as raungs climb
and critics grow fonder, isqutckening
R1ck Ludwm (NBC Emerrainmem sentorviccprc tdemforspectals,vanetyprogramsandlatentght)says:"lt'sjusuoovalu
ableafranchtsetogtveup," and compares It
111 that respect to the "Tomght" show.
Cancellatton,says Ludwin, imply is not
an opuon, although he acknowledges that
themedtafrcquentlyhascalledforlastrites,
particularly dunng the dtsastrous 1994-95
season(which featured such cast members
as Michael McKean, Chns Elliott and
Janeane Garofalo).
All that, it seems now, is in the past.
"I think we're ina very good period now,"
says Michaels. "We've got a very good cast,
and the writing staff has gotten very close
lO the cast and there's no decadence yet.
Everybody's sti ll pretty muc h focused on
the show. lt's their ftrst pnonty.•
Comedy, particularly live comedy, ain't
easy, but fornow,SNLisreadyforthecritics.
"!think people know a good 'Saturday Nigh t'
show from a bad 'Saturday ight' show,·
says Michaels. "When we'regood, we're very
very good, and when we're bad, we're "

Cusack's Grosse Pointe doesn't shoot blanks
I didn't think so.
Sarah Furey
Staff Reporter
While he is back in town, MarLooking for a way tO spice up tin is not free of the dangerous life
your f uw re ten -yea r class re- of a professional killer. He 1s purunion? Don't plan anything big, sued by a couple of thugs, tipped
just wait for theclassmate-turned- off by Grocer (Dan Aykroyd), a
professional killer to show up. competinghuman. Another killer
is also after him because of a past
Now, there's a pa rty.
A wealthyDetroitsuburbisthe altercation. The storyline with the
backdrop for the recent! y released mysterious gunman gets a bit condark corned y Grosse Pointe Blank. fusing, because it is difficult to figThe Pointes High Class of 1986 ure out why he is after Martin.
returns to check out former classThe ending seems a bit con. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , trived. It looks like the producers had to find some way to get
niCK PICK : Grosse Pointe
Martin and Debi together for the
end of the movie, and they were
RATIMG: 7 out of 10
~
running out of time to do it, so
L---------------1 theythrewinanothercheesyacmates' bulging waistlines andre- tion sequence. The whole ending
ceding hairlines while dancing just seems to come out of now here.
Driver is cute ana cunning as
the night away to tunes from a
decade earlier. The chaos in town Debi. lt was nice to see her play
begins when a mysterious former someone with a bit of self -conficlassmate arrives afte r a ten-year dence after her wimpy character
hiatus.
in Circle of Friends . And one
John Cusack is charming and woul)l expect a big comedic star
attractive as Martin Blank,a mem- like Dan Aykroyd to steal the show
ber of the Pointes High Class of from the younger actors, but he
1986whodecided to join the army keeps his role as a secondary charon the night of his senior prom acter low-key and interacts well
and ended up becoming a profes- with Cusack. Also adding some
sional killer. Martin's main inte n- spice to the movie is Cusack's sistion for going home for the re- ter, joan Cusack, as Marcella ,
union is an attempt to patch up a Martin's secretary.
relatio ns hip with Debi Newberry
The reunion scenes are great.
(Minnie Driver), the girl he stood There are the former football jocks
who never got over their on-theup on prom night.
Debi, a disc jockey for a local field heroics, the class president
radio station, makes him suffer who is just way too perky for her
through an on-air interview and own good and the girl that all the
then agrees togo out with him. lf guys wanted but couldn't have.
the producers were trying to por- Much of the humor in the movie
tray her as playing hard-to-get, it comes from the other characters'
was a halfhearted attempt. It's reactions to what Martin says is his
obvious that she still loves him, profession. No one reacts to his
and he has to do very little to get professional killer status, only to
back into her good graces. Come the fact that he's been gone withon, girls-how many of you would out a rrace for ten years.
really take theguywhostood you
The music in these scenes toup on prom night ten years ago tally rocks, if you're into eighties
back into your li fe?
music. ln fact, the soundtrack it-

Grosse: Debi (Minnie Driver) puts Martin (John Cusack) on the spot in a radio interview ten years
after he stood her up on prom night.
self is am ust-buy.featuring"Blister in the Sun" by the Violent
Femmes, "99 Luftballons" by
Nena, "Walk Like An Egyptian'
by the Bangles, and 'I Can See
Clearly Now' by Johnny Nash .
It'll make you want to get out
your leg warmersand watch The

completely enjoying the movie.
Even with all of the holes in the
plot and the contrived ending,
Grosse Pointe Blank is still a movie
that I would recommend seeing. A

liB -D.J.'s spin the
D_

18 Ill
over

Breakfast Club.
There are a few questions
about the plot, however, that still
need to be answered . For example, if he mysteriously joined
the Army on prom night, why
didn't anyone, not even his parents, know? And if his parents
did know, why didn't they tell
anyone? Why does Debi let him
back into her life so easily? Did
Martin Blank ever actually get a
diploma? And why would you
tell people that your profession
involves killing people If it is illegal? These seem to be questionsof reality that kept me from

darkly humorous flick,at the least
it answers the questions you always had about that mysterious
guywhosat behind you in study
hall.
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Baseball makes playoff bid
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Ed1tor

Going all the way; JCU sophomore Aaron Miller finishes off one of
his pitches during his complete game 4-3 victory over Ohio
Northern on Saturday at Schweickert Field.
·

Members of the John Carroll
University baseball team have noneed a more focused bunch in the
last couple of weeks, and the resu lts have the Streaks vying for a
playoff spot in the Ohio Athletic
Conference.
"We all kind of came together
and thought,'Wow, we really have
to step it up a notch," said sophomore jim Wideikis.
With the roster depleted since
the beginning of the year, plus the
end of the regular season nearing,
pressure is on the players to finish
up s trong.
"There is a sense of more unity
on the tea m ," said senior joe
Pa nzarella, "but I'm notreallysure
if we can a ttribute these wins to
smaller [roster! numbers."
This unity hel ped power JCU
(16- 15, 7-5 OAC) to a 3-l record in
the past week, defeat ing conference foes Heidelberg twice and
Ohio Northern on ce.
As it s tands now,Carroll is fift h
in the OAC with the top four ma king the playoffs.
The Streaks were swept in their
opening OAC doubleheade r by
Capital, but have rebounded by

wi nningseven o(i ts past nine conference games.
Especia lly impressive were two
one-run victories last weekend .
"Everyth ing has just ki nd of come
toge th er for us," said Wideikis.
"Games we've been winning this
year in the later innings, coming
back, we'd have never won last
year."
T he offensive p rowess of
Wideikis has definitely faci !ita ted
the close wins. Four of Wideikis'
last five h its have been for extra
bases, and he now leads the OAC
in doubles (17) and is second in
runs batted in (38). He said t hat he
is much more comfortable at the
plate this year, keeping his bamn g
average near .400 after struggling
with his average last year.
Wideikis' consis tent play all
year h as been complemented as of
late by big numbers coming from
players late r in the order.
Freshman Mike Stang has been
a solid contributor o n the mound
all season, and last weekend
picked upfourhitsin nine at-bats.
After starting the season 2-for-21,
Stang's recent performance has his
average at .256.
No. 8 hitter Mike Ca mpanella
was 6-for-14 in the four games with

Similar scenarios for tennis teams
Brian Murphy
Thesimilaritiesright now between th ejohn
Car roll University tennis teams is uncanny.
Both the women and men are undefeated in
their first six Ohio Athletic Conference

ing the season he really did not know what to .
expect from his team. But the play of certain
freshmen and the addition of senior Chris
Lucia has been helpful, he said.
JCU men's coach Greg Debeljak, though,
was ver confident comin into the season

The men's match with Capital will take place
on the Belvoir Courts.
If both team s trium ph, showdow ns with
BW will be set for the women Friday at home
and Monday for the men in Berea. Perry said
the matches wi 1l be important for the women

remain unscathed in the con fe rence entering
matches with Baldwin-Wallace. And those
BW matches will be key for both squads as far
as the conference tournament goes.
What has not been eerie Is the play of both
rea ms this spring, As of April21 , the women
have one of the top two players in the OAC at
seven of the nine lineup spots.
Last week, the team whipped Mount Union,
9-0,and Muskingum,8-l,torun its record to60 In the OAC and 9-3 overall.
JCU head coac h Toby Perry said that enter·

"This is the fi rst tea m w here we had six
really good players, so we knew we'd be tough
ro beat," he said.
He added that the squad hasn't played up to
its potential yet "Wehaven'tplayedwellat the
same time yet," Debeljak said. "But there are no
holes in our lineup, so we're tough to beat."
The Streaks roughed up Muskingum (9-0)
and Otterbein (8-1) last week to up their OAC
mark to 6-0 and overall record to 12-3.
Both teams, provided they each defeat Ca pital this afternoon, will take on BWundefeated.

Debelajak agreed. "That 's going to determine a lot of the number one seeds for the
rour.nament. It doesn't mean that's the way
things will end up in the tournament. It just
makes things easier [for the players] if the y
have a number one seed."
Sandwiched around the Capital and BW
matches, the men will take on Walsh Saturday
at home. Theywillalsoplay Hiramathomeon
Wednesday. The women will travel to Hiram
on Tuesday in their final regular season match.
All matches are weather permitting.

Sports Editor

n .

two runs scored . He also had three
RBI, the most important of w hich
won th e game for JCU Satu rd ay in
the las t inni ng agains t O hio
Northern, whowastheconference
leader at the time. With the score
tied a nd the bases loaded in t he
bottom
of
the
sevent h ,
Campanella banged a sin g le
th rough the middle of t he infield
to give Carroll a 4-3 victory.
TheONUvictory was alsoone
of the best performance s by a
s ing le JCU pi tcher this season.
Sophomore Aaron Miller went the
distance for Carroll, yielding th ree
r uns in seven innings while striking out six .
"Pitching some lon"g practices
prepa red me for th at, and got my
arm strength where it should be,"
sa id Miller. "I threw a lot of breaking balls, and it saved m y arm.
With t hem no t hitt ing th e c hange
up, it worked good ."
Miller is one of a number of
Carroll starters who have been
throwing the ball better as of late.
Sophom rejohn O'Rourke and juniorMarcThibeault both haqquality starts last weekend, pitching
better than six innings.
Freshman Chris Levandowski
was the fireman out of the
bullpen against Heidelberg, recording a save in both wins of
Friday's doubleheader.
Pitching will have to stay strong
as Carroll gets into its most important stre tch of the season. In a
string of five days,JCU plays four
games against conference leaders
Marietta and Mount Union.
JCU had a doubleheader at

feu

Matt Rayl

Angel Koss

nlor, Golf
Was medalist at JCU Invitational totaling l-i3 (71-72) at
Fowler's Mill Golf Course on
Sunday and Monday as he led
the Blue Streaks to their first
tournament title of the spring
season. Finished eight strokes
ahead of runner-up.

Senior, Softball
Hit a homer in the bottom of
the seventh to tie the score
of Saturday's first game with
Capital. Also collected the
I OOth hit of her career in the
second game that day becoming only the third player to
ever do so.

Despi te some s uccessful individual fin ishes, the john Carroll
University track teams had a
tough Saturday at the All-Ohio
Division Track and Field Championships held at Ohio Wesleyan.
The men placed a disappointing 12th, scoring only 16 points,
while the women finished in 14th
place with 9.5 points.
"Things did n't turn out as well
as we'd hoped," said coac h Don
Stupica. "It'S not that our kids
didn't give the effort, but days lik~
this just happen."
Neither teamwas able to score
points in some of the more important events, ca using the low overall scores for the meet Sophomore
Rob Madden gave several reasons
for the poor team performance.
"We've had some injuries late! y,
and some of the guys that were
giving us points on a consistent
basis quit the team," said Madden.
AnumberofSt reaksmadesolid
contributions. The women were
led by two of this season's best individual performers. Sophomore
high jumper jenny Miller tied for
eighth in the event, clearing 5'2'.
Freshman Debbie Pagano had an-

Bors burns JCU
tournament field
Sawitke stars at Wooster
Brian Murphy
Sports Editor

In the fi rs t two golf tournamentsof thespri ng,juniorjeff Bors
spea rhea ded thej ohn Carroll University fi rst-round charge. He was
the tea m's low man in the firs t
roun d of the Kenyo n C up three
weeks ago, sh ooting a 74 . And at
the Capital/Den ison Classic two
weeks ago, he fi nished in a tie for
first pla ce, firing a 36 in a ra inshortened first round.
He fo u nd t he goin g a li ttle
rough, however, on the tournaments' second days as he carded
rounds of 79 (worst on the team)
a nd 87 at the Ke nyon and Capita 1/Denison tourna ments, respectively.
Well , playing at jCU's hom e
co urse of Fowle r's Mill in
Chesterland, Bors found the righ t
balance and finally put together a
pair of fine rounds as he took medalist honors on the way to leading
the host team to a team title at the
fourth a nnual JCU/ Fowler's Mill
Golf Course Spring lnv itationalon
Sunday and Monday
The Blue Streaks fin ished the
tournament with a total score of
613, eight strokes better than runner-up Otterbein. The third place
tea m, Olivet, was 22 strokes behin d jCU.

Baldw;n-WaUace canceled op
Tuesday. BW was in eighth place
in the conference with a record of
3-6.
The next game will also be the
last of the year at Schweickert
Field , agai nst Ohio Valley on Saturday, which has been des ignated
Senior Day.
'Right now we're in a position,
with these games coming up,
wherewecontrolourownde5tiny,"
Panzarella said. 'We don't have
any room for error.'

Track falls on hard times
Sports Reporter
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other strong showing in both the
5,000-meter (19:22.3) and 3,000meter (11:15.3) races. Her fourthplace fin ish in the 5,000-meterwas
the highest finish on the day for
the women .
The men were once again led
by Madden and sophomore Eric
Salish. Balish took fourth place in
the 200-meter run with a time of
22.42. In thejavelin,Madden threw
162'5' to finish in sixth place.
Freshman Lane Smith showed
substantial improvement at the
Championshipsbyfinishingsixth
in the long jump at 20'11-3/ 4'.
Wooster and Oberlin will join
Carroll a t thejCU Triangular thi s
weekend.
"I expect us to recover thi s
weekend and win the meet," said
Madden . "I think there's an advantage to competing at home .
Everyone is used to the track since
we practice there all week .'
In addition to this meet, JCU
will also host the Ohio Athletic
Conference Championships on
May 9 and 10 at Wasmer Field.
"It'll be nice to compete here at
least once before the OAC Championships, since we'll be a step
above the other teams in the conference," Madden said.

JCU coach Mik e Moran said.
Moran added that the key to
Bors'success was the control of his
long game. "He has a tremendous
longgame," Moran said. "If he can
stay straight off the tee, he's awesome. He's20-30yards longerrhan
a nyone else."
The closestjCU compe titor to
Bors and Voinovich was not even
on the JCU-A team . Sophomore
Wi ll Hi ckey, playing on thejCU-B
tea m, fired a first -round 75 and
then shot an 83 to finish atl58 and
in a tie for ninth place.
"He's one of our bette r golfers,"
Moran said. "Obviously, h e has n't
had a grea t spring season. He has
a few things to work on and they're
not all on the course. It's been just
as disappointing to him as it h as

to us."
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Men's Hoop Honors..Seniors Joey Bigler, David Pftrdstein, and JJ. Richardson were named to
the 1997 AII-OAC men's basketball second team Yftlich is selected by league coaches.
Additionally, juniors Mark Heidorf and Artie Taylor were named honorable mentions to the AIIOACteam.
More Men's Hoop Honors..At the men's basketball team banquet, Bigler was selected the
team's outst anding offensive player and Pfundstein the team's most valuable player.
Awards lilvelled..The men's basketball program also l.llveiled a pair of awards Yftlich will be
presented amually. Senior John Samol is the namesake and first recipient of the John Samol
Class Act Award, Yftlich will be given to a player 'Who exhibits excellent character both on and
off the court." Richardson is the namesake and first recipient of the JJ. Richardson Work
Ethic Award, Yftlich honors a player "Who demonstrates a high level of commitment and
dedication to making himself a better basketball player as well as raising his level of play to
benefit the team."
More Rlc:hardson..Richardson was also named honorable mention All-Great Lakes Region by
Coltrnbus Media.

Women's Hoop Honors..Senior Deana Bahhur was named honorable mention to the AII-OAC
women's basketball team.
Wrestling Rewards...At the wrestling team banquet, senior Jason Kessen was named the
team's most valuable wrestler, senior Matt Colucci and sophomore Justin Kerr were named
most outstanding wrestlers, and senior Jimmie Lake and sophomore Jim Ayers were named
most improved wrestlers.

The j CU-A team's three other
golfers - senior Jim Hauman,junior Ben Wilkins, and sophomore
jeff Sawitke - also played well.
Hauma n finished tied fo r 18th
pla ce at 160 (78-82) and Wilkins
tiedforll th atl59 (80-79). Among
the com pe titors t ied with Wilk ins
was freshman Michael Considine,
who golfed for thejCU -B team a nd
shot identical rounds as Wilkins.
Sawitke tied for 26th at l64,shooting two rounds of 82.
Making the team title an impressiveone was the fac t t hat three
other Division HI top 25 teams

America poll. JCU was rated 13th
in those rankings.
Prior to the JCU Invi tational,
the gollers competed in the College of Wooster's 28th Annual Parlor-BankOneGolfTournamen tat
Wooster Cou ntry Club on Friday

best individua l finish, garner ing
eighth pla ce. He carded rounds of
83 and 77 for a total of 160, which
was eight strokes behind meda list
Matt Ehlinger of Otte rbein.
"We've been waiting for h im to
~t ~p up," Mora n sa id of Sawitke

tor, Ohio, to thejCU ca mpus.
Voinovich also played well in
Wooster, carding rounds of ?Sand
84 to total 162 and fin ish in lOt h
place.
" tevie's com ing on ," Moran
said. "We're happy with him "

ranked second, DePauw (which
finished tied for fourth) was 21st,
and Olivet was 24th in the latest
Golf Coaches Association of

place at 666, 18 strokes behind second-place DePauw and 40 strokes
behind first-place Otterbein.
Sawitke provided jCU with its

fromMenrorroUnfversfty elg ts
and I think he's finally arrived ."
Moran is refe rring to the trip
from Sawi t ke's hometown of Me n-

son tournament of the year In the
Ohio Wesleyan Invitational at
Royal American Links tomorrow
a nd Saturday

O'Oornell RUes-Senior Scott O'Domell was named a West squad captain at the USA Division
Ill All-star Football Classic. In his team's 20-0 victory, he had four tackles, including one sack
and one for a loss.

Softball stumbles in weekend games
Charles Smith
Sports Reporter

This past week for the john
Carroll University softball team
was a m ic rocos m of the whole season.
After s plitting a do ubleheader
wi t h pere nn ia l po werhouse
Muskingu m (winning 7- l then losing 6-2) and sweeping then -firstpl ace Heidelberg,8-4 and 5-2,JCU
looked to be mak ing a serious bid
for one of the four postseason tourna ment berths.
At t his point , the Streaks were
6-6 in con ference play and 14-13
ove rall.
'Those two wins p ut us on a n
emotio nal high," sa id junior Ca rr ie McV1 cker of the Heidelberg
sweep.
Riding this high note. Carroll
played host toconfe rence foeCapi tal at Bracke n Field . The Streaks
found th emselves beh ind in the
bottom of the seventh inning a nd
t he n Carroll got a big hit from senior Ange l Koss. Koss hit a homer
t hat sent the game into extra inmngs.
The homer was Koss's 99th hit
as a Blue Strea k. Later, she collec ted her tOOt h career hit in the
second game. Koss isonl y the t bird
soft ball player inj ohn Carroll history to reac h the 100- hit milestone.
Kosswent 7-for-23004)on the
wee k with six r uns scored and two
runs batted in.
The mome ntum of the ga me
seemed to take a LUrn forrhe bette r
after the homer a nd gave john

Carroll a c hance to extend their
w inning streak to three games.
In the top of the eighth, Capital
was able to take the lead and hold
o n for a 7-3 victory
"Thi s game was a tough one to
lose after we tied it up," said freshm an Nik i Russell. "Everyone was
into the game and we were playing well defensively."
The loss was credited to junior
Kristen Brigee. Brigee now owns a
7-8 record on the season.
On Sunday, the Streaks traveled
to Springfield , O hio, looking to
improve t he ir no n-co nference
record against W ittenberg.
Wittenberggot the upper hand
on Carroll, swee ping the doublehead er with two shuto ut wins, 30 and l-0. Brigeewascharged wi th
the loss in the first game and
Russell was dealt the loss in the
second game. Russell now has a 75 record and a 3.35 earned run average.
McV icker had a n outs tand ing
week a t the plate. She was 13-for26 ( 500) w ith four run s scored,
four doubles, one homer, and nine
RBL
Theo utburst increased her ba ttin g average from .375 to .408.
Fres hman J ai me Skaugen still
leads the team w ith a .412 bat ting
average.
Brigee was 2-2 on the mound
w it h a 2.00 ERA as a pitcher last
week, and helped her cause by going 4-for_-12 (.333) wi th one r un
sc ored and a n RB L
Sopho more j en Wolke went 8for- 24 (.333) last week scoring a

team-high eigh t r uns to go along
with a pair of doubles and four
walks.
Theupcominggames this week
are very critical for Carroll if it
holds any hope of making the playoffs. Having a 6-8 record, john
Carroll needs to win the remaining conference doubleheaders
against Hiram (4/ 22) and
Marietta (4 / 26) and receive help
throughout the league to get into
the Ohio A thleticConference playoffs.
john Carroll also has a nonconfere nce doubleheader against
De fience at home on Friday
Sa turday's game agains t
Marietta has been designated Senior Day at Bracken Field. The
te a m 's four seniors - LeAnne
Anrronica,janine Radice, Angela
Rochowiak, and Koss - will be
honored prior to the game.

Hero's welcome: The Blue Streak softball team greets senior
Angel Koss at home plate after she hit a homer to tie the game
in the bottom of the seventh iming against Capital.
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Baseball makes playoff bid
Mark Boleky

Going all the way; JCU sophomore Aaron Miller finishes off one of
his pitches during his complete game 4-3 victory over Ohio
Northern on Saturday at Schweickert Field.
·

Assistant Sports Editor
Members of the John Carroll
University baseball team have noticed a more focused bunch in the
last couple of weeks, and the results have the Streaks vying for a
playoff spot in the Ohio Athletic
Conference.
"We all kind of came together
and thought, 'Wow, we really have
to step it up a notch," said sophomore Jim Wideikis.
With the roster depleted since
the beginn ing of the year, plus the
end of the regular season nearing,
pressure is on the players to finish
up strong.
"There is a sense of more unity
on the ream," said senior joe
Panzarella, "but I'm notreall y sure
if we can attribute these wins to
smaller (roster] numbers."
This unity helped power JCU
(16-15, 7-5 OAC) to a 3-1 record in
the past week, defeating conference foes Heidelberg twice and
Ohio Northern once.
As it stands now, Carroll is fifth
in theOACwith the top four making the playoffs.
The Streaks were swept in their
opening OAC doubleheader by
Capital, bur have rebounded by

winningseveno(its past nine conference games.
Especially impressive were two
one-run victories last weekend.
"Everything has just kind of come
together for us," said Wideikis.
"Games we've been winning this
year in the later innings, coming
back , we'd have never won last
year."
The offensive prowess of
Wide ikis has definitely facilitated
the close wins. Four of Wideikis'
last five hits have been for extra
bases, and he now leads the OAC
in doubles (17) and is second in
runs batted in (38). He said that he
is much more comfortable at the
plate this year, keeping his bauing
average near .400 after struggling
with his average last year.
Wideikis' consistent play all
year has been complemented as of
late by big numbers coming from
players later in the order.
Freshman Mike Stang has been
a solid contributor on the mound
all season, and last weekend
picked up four hits in nine at-bats.
After starting the season 2-for-21,
Stang's recent performance has his
average at .256.
No. 8 hitter Mike Campanella
was 6-for-14 in thefour games with

Similar scenarios for tennis teams
Brian Murphy
Sports Editor
Thesimilarities right now between theJohn
Carroll University tennis teams is uncanny.
Both the women and men are undefeated in
their first six Ohio Athletic Conference

ing the season he really did not know what to .
expect from his team . But the play of certain
freshmen and the addition of senior Chris
Lucia has been helpful, he said.
JCU men's coach Greg Debeljak, though,
was ver confident comin into the season

The men~ match with Capital will take place
on the Belvoir Courrs.
If both teams triumph, showdowns with
BW will be set for the women Friday at home
and Monday for the men in Berea. Perry said
the matches will be important for the women

remain unscathed in the conference entering
marches wlth Baldwin-Wallace. And those
BW matches will be key for both squads as far
as the conference tournament goes.
What has not been eerie Is the play of both
teams this spring. As of April 21, the women
have one of the top two players in the OACat
seven of the nine lineup spots.
Last week, the team whipped Mount Union,
9-0,and Muskingum, 8-l, to run its record to60 in the OAC and 9-3 overall.
JCU head coach Toby Perry said that enter-

"This is the fi rst team where we had six
really good players, so we knew we'd be tough
to bear," he said.
He added that the squad hasn't played up to
its potential yet. "We haven't played well at the
same time yet," Debeljak said. "But there are no
holes in our lineup, so we're tough to bear."
The Streaks roughed up Muskingum (9-0)
and Otterbein (8-l) last week to up their OAC
mark to 6-0 and overall record to 12-3.
Both teams, provided they each defeat Capital this afternoon, will take on BW undefeated.

De belajak agreed. "That's going to determine a lot of the number one seeds for the
tournament. It doesn't mean that's the way
things will end up in the tournament. lt just
makes things easier [for the players] if they
have a number one seed."
Sandwiched around the Capital and BW
matches, the men will take on Walsh Saturday
at home. TheywillalsoplayHiramat home on
Wednesday. The women will travel to Hiram
on Tuesday in their final regular season match.
All matches are weather permitting.

~

n .

two runs scored. He also had three
RBI, the most imponant of whtch
won the game for JCU Saturday in
the last inning against Ohio
Northern, who was the conference
leader at the rime. With the score
tied and the bases loaded in the
bottom of
the seventh,
Campanella banged a single
through the middle of the infield
to give Carroll a 4· 3 victory.
TheONUvictorywas alsoone
of the best performances by a
single JCU pitcher this season.
Sophomore Aaron Miller went the
distance for Carroll, yielding three
runs in seven innings while striking out six.
"Pitching some lon'g practices
prepared me for that, and got my
arm strength where it should be,"
said Miller. "I threw a lot of breaking balls, and it saved my arm.
With them not hitting the change
up, ir worked good."
Miller is one of a number of
Carroll starters who have been
throwing the ball better as of late.
Sophomrejohn O'Rourke and junior Marc Thibeault both ha<! quality startS last weekend, pitching
better than six innings.
Freshman Chris Levandowski
was the fireman out of the jCu
bullpen against Heidelberg, recording a save in both wins of
Friday's doubleheader.
PitchingwHlhavetostaystrong
as Carroll gets into irs most important stretch of the season. In a
string of five days,JCU plays four
games against conference leaders
Marietta and Mount Union.
JCU had a doubleheader at
Baldwtn-WaUace canceled oq
Tuesday. BW was in eighth place
in the conference with a record of
3-6.
The next game will also be the
last of the year at Schweickert
Field, against Ohio Valley on Saturday, which has been designated
Senior Day.
'Right now we're in a position,
with these games coming up,
wherewecontrolourownde5tiny,'
Panzarella said. 'We don't have
any room for error."

Track falls on hard times
Matt Rayl

Angel Koss

Senior, Softball
Was medalist at JCU Invitational totaling 143 (71-72) at
Fowler's Mill Golf Course on
Sunday and Monday as he led
the Blue Streaks to their first

Hit a homer in the bottom of
the seventh to tie the score
of Saturday's first game with
Capital. Also collected the
I OOth hit of her career in the
second game that day becomIng only the third player to
ever do so.

Sports Reporter
Despite some successful individual finishes, the John Carroll
University track teams had a
tough Saturday at the All-Ohio
Division Track and Field Championships held at Ohio Wesleyan.
The men placed a disappointing 12th, scoring only 16 points,
while the women finished in 14th
place with 9.5 points.
"Things didn't turn out as well
as we'd hoped ," said coach Don
Stupica. "lt's not that our kids
didn'rgive the effort, but days like
this just happen."
Neither team was able to score
points in some of the more i m portant events, causing the low overall scores fort he meet. Sophomore
Rob Madden gave several reasons
for the poor team performance.
·we·vehadsomeinjurieslately,
and some of the guys that were
giving us points on a consistent
basis quit the team," said Madden.
A numberofStreaksmadesolid
contributions. The women were
led by two of this season's best individual performers. Sophomore
high jumper Jenny Miller tied for
eighth in the event, clearing 5'2'.
Freshman Debbie Pagano had an-

other strong showing in both the
5,000-meter (19:22.3) and 3,000meter 01:15.3) races. Her fourthplace finish in the5,000-meterwas
the highest finish on the day for
the women.
The men were once again led
by Madden and sophomore Eric
Balish. Balish took fourth place in
the 200-meter run with a rime of
22.42. In the javelin,Madden threw
162'5' to finish in sixth place.
Freshman Lane Smith showed
substantial improvement at the
Championshipsbyfinishingsixth
in the longjump at 20'11-3/4'.
Wooster and Oberlin will join
Carroll at thejCU Triangular this
weekend.
"I expect us to recover this
weekend and win the meet," said
Madden. "I think there's an advantage to competing at home.
Ev~ryone is used to the track since
we practice there all week.'
In addition to this meet, JCU
will also host the Ohio Athletic
Conference Championships on
May 9 and 10 at Wasmer Field.
"It'll be nice to compete here at
least once before the OAC Championships, since we'll be a step
above the other teams in the conference, • Madden said.
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Bors burns JCU
tournament field
Sawitke stars at Wooster
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Men's Hoop Honors-Seniors Joey Bigler, David Pfurdstein, and JJ. Richardson were M11E!d to
the 1997 AII.QAC men's basketball second teart\ which is selected by league coaches.
Additionally, juniors Mark Heidorf and Artie Taylor were named honorable mentions to the AIIOAC teMt

Brian Murphy
JCU coach Mike Moran said.
Moran added that the key to
Sports Editor
In the first two golf tourna- Bors'successwasthecontrolofhis
More Men's Hoop Honors...At the men's basketball team banquet, Bigler was selected the
mentsof the spring,juniorjeff Bors long game. "He has a tremendous
team's outstanding offensive player and Pfundstein the team's most valuable player.
spearheaded thejohnCarroll Uni- long game," Moran said. "If he can
versityfirst-round charge. He was stay straight off the tee, he's aweAwards IXIvelled..The men's basketball program also 1.11veiled a pair of awards which will be
the team's low man in the first some. He's20-30yardsiongerthan
presented amually. Senior John Samol is the namesake and first recipient of the John Samol
round of the Kenyon Cup three anyone else."
Class
Act Award. which will be given to a player "who exhibits excellent character both on and
weeks ago, shooting a 74 . And at
The closest JCU competitor to
off the court.~ Richardson is the namesake and first recipient of the JJ. Richardson Work
the Capital/Denison Classic two Bors and Voinovich was not even
Ethic Award, which honors a player 'Who demonstrates a high level of coornitment and
weeks ago, he finished in a tie for on the jCU-A team. Sophomore
dedication
to making himself a better basketball player as well as raising his level of play to
first place, firing a 36 in a rain- Will Hickey, playing on thejCU-B
benefit
the
teem.•
shortened first round.
ream, fired a first-round 75 and
He found the going a little then shot an 83 to finish at !58 and
More Rk:hardson...Richardson was also named honorable mention Ali-Great Lakes Region by
rough, however, on the tourna- in a tie for ninth place.
Cohmbus Media.
ments' second days as he carded
"He's one of our better golfers,"
rounds of 79 (worst on the team) Moran said . "O bviously, he hasn' t
Women's Hoop Honors-Senior Deana Bahhur was named honorable mention to the AII.QAC
and 87 at the Kenyon and Capi- had a great spring season. He has
women's basketball team.
tal/Denison tournaments, respec- a few things to work on and they're
tively.
notallonthecourse. lt'sbeenjust
Wrestling Rewards..At the wrestling team banquet. senior Jason Kessen was named the
Well , playing at JCU's home as disappointing to him as it has
team's most valuable wrestler, senior Matt Colucci and sophomore Justin Kerr were named
course of Fowler's Mill in to us."
most outstanding wrestlers, and senior Jinmie Lake and sophomore Jim Ayers were named
Chesterland, Bors found the right
The jCU-A team's three other
most improved wrestlers.
balance and finallyputtogether a golfers- senior Jim Hauman ,junpairof fine rounds ashe took med- ior Ben Wilkins, and sophomore
O'Oomell ~ior Scott O'Domell was named a West squad captain at the USA Division
a list honors on the way to leading jeff Sawirke - also played well.
Ill All-Star Football Classic. In his team's 20-0 victory, he had four tackles, including one sack
thehostteamtoateamtitleatthe Hauman finished tied for 18th
and one for a loss.
fourth annual JCU/Fowler's Mill place at 160 (78-82) and Wilkins
Golf Course Spring Invitational on tied for llrhat 159(80-79). Among
the competitors tied with Wilkins
Sunday and Monday.
The Blue Streaks finished the wasfreshmanMichaeiConsidine,
tournament with a total score of who golfed for theJCU-B team and America poll. JCU was rated 13th best individual finish, garnering tor, Ohio, to thejCU campus.
Voinovich also played well in
eighth place. He carded rounds of
613, eight strokes better than run- shot identical rounds as Wilkins. in those ran kings.
ner-upOtterbein. The third place Sawitke tied for 26th at l64 ,shootPrior to the JCU Invitational, 83 and 77 for a total of 160, which Wooster,cardingroundsof78and
team, Olivet, was 22 strokes be- ing two rounds of 82.
the golfers competed in the Col- was eight strokes behind medalist 84 to total162 and finish in lOth
place.
hindjCU.
Making the team ririe an im- legeofWooster's28thAnnuaiPar- Matt Ehlinger of Otterbein.
" tevie's coming on," Moran
"We've been waiting for him to
~ the tournament's
pressiveonewas the fact that three lor-BankOneGolf Tournament at
-----Lo"'wscoreofl43bycardingrounds other Division lll top 25 teams WoosterCountryClubonFTiday step up." Moran said of Sawnke. said. "We're happy with him ."
l
of 7l n.d..:i-~.JC.I.l...~~~:.llf......l"""~w.li~ifi;ll~~~~~~~w..sow.J~~~~~P"~~~·
Voinovich took second place, fin- ranked second, DePauw (which placeat666,18strokesbehindsec- from MenrortoUnfverslty elg ts son rournamentoftheyearfn the
Ohio Wesleyan Invitational at
eight shots behind Bors at finished tied for fourth) was 21st, ond-placeDePauwand 40strokes and I think he's finally arrived."
Moran is referring to the trip Royal American Links tomorrow
151 (74-m .
and Olivet was 24th in the latest behind first-place Otterbein.
"Jeff Bors was just awesome," Golf Coaches Association of
Sawitke providedjCU with its from Sawirke's hometown of Men - and Saturday.

Softball stumbles in weekend games
Charles Smith
Sports Reporter
This past week for the john
Carroll University softball team
was a microcosm of thewholeseason.
After splitting a doubleheader
with perennial powerhouse
Muskingum (winning7- l then losing 6-2) and sweeping then-firstplace Heidelberg,8-4a ndS-2,JCU
looked to be making a serious bid
for one of the four postseason tournament berths.
At this point, the Streaks were
6-6 in conference play and 14-1 3
overall.
"Those two wins put us on an
emotional high," said junior Carrie McVicker of the Heidelberg
sweep.
Rid ing this high note, Carroll
played host tocon fe rencefoeCapital at Bracken Field . The Streaks
found themselves behind in the
bottom of the seventh inning and
then Carroll got a big hit from senior Angel Koss. Koss hit a homer
that sent the game into exua innings.
The homer was Koss's 99th hit
as a Blue Streak. Later, she collected her lOOth career hit in the
second game. Kossisonlythethud
softball player in John Carroll history to reach the 100- hit milestone.
Kosswent 7-for-23004)onthe
week with six runs scored and two
runs batted in.
The momentum of the game
seemed to take a turn for the better
after the homer and gave john

Carroll a chance to extend their
winning streak to three games.
In the ropof the eighth, Capital
was able to take the lead and hold
on for a 7-3 victory.
"This game was a tough one to
lose after we tied it up," said freshman Niki Russell . "Everyone was
into the game and we were playing well defensively."
The loss was credited to junior
Kristen Brigee. Brigee now owns a
7-8 record on the season.
On Sunday, the Streaks traveled
to Springfield, Ohio, looking to
improve their non-conference
record against Wittenberg.
Wittenberggot the upper hand
on Carroll, sweeping the doubleheader with two shutout wins, 30andl-0. Brigeewascharged with
the loss in the first game and
Russell was dea It the loss in the
second game. Russell now has a 75 record and a 3.35 earned run average.
McVicker had an outstanding
week at the plate. She was 13-for26 (.500) with four runs scored,
four doubles, one homer, and nine

ream-high eight runs to go along
with a pair of doubles and four
walks.
Theupcominggamesthisweek
are very critical for Carroll if it
holds any hope of making the playoffs. Having a 6-8 record, John
Carroll needs to win the remaining conference doubleheaders
against Hiram (4/22) and
Marietta (4/26) and receive help
throughout the league to get into
the Ohio A thleticConference playoffs.
john Carroll also has a nonconference doubleheader against
Defience at home on Friday:
Saturday's game against
Marietta has been designated Senior Day at Bracken Field. The
team's four seniors - LeAnne
Antronica,Janine Radice, Angela
Rochowiak, and Koss - will be
honored prior to the game.
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RBI.
The outburst increased her batting average from .375 to .408.
Fres hman Ja ime Skaugen still
leads the team with a .412 batting
average.
Brigee was 2-2 on the mound
wtth a 2.00 ERA as a pitcher last
week, and helped her cause by going 4-for,-12 (.333) with one run
scored and an RBI.
Sophomorejen Wolke went 8for-24 (.333) last week scoring a

Hero's welcome: The Blue Streak softball team greets senior
Angel Koss at home plate after she hit a homer to tie the game
in the bottom of the seventh iming against Capital.
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OMIY

0" WUJC

Request line 397-HU

~

~

1-800-KAP-TEST

--.·
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•Views/ Editorial

- HITS & misses
HIT: The tremendous student turnout for

Project Hope's Buddy Day. HIT /m I s s: The
new stir fry bar in the cafeteria. Watch out
for that soy sauce, though. Talk about a sodium overlocrl m I s s: The Steelers beating
up on the Carroll students during the Make-aWish basketball game. HIT: It is almost May.
m I s s: It is still snowing. HIT: You still have
fifty dollars left on your Munch Money. m Iss:
The only things left in the Inn Between are
non-sweetened diet drinks and stale gummy
worms.

11

•Views/ Letters to the editor

JCU: A World of its Own
For over 100 years, they have been living together in a small
community. During this time period ,groups of them have come and
gone, but few changes have occurred In fact, there 1s an uncanny
s1milamy among the mhabitants of the area that is unhke that found
in most other places. If one were to peruse their present day livi ng
grounds, the y would be amazed at the likenesses between each
individual's appearance and mmd -se t. While this scenario may
sound like some freak genetic coding accident or a documentary
SCience f1ct1on spec1al, It IS actually nothing of the sort. In reality, this
is what most of us are living in and are possibly part of right now.
Yes boys and girls, you've guessed it. This not so fictitious place is
none other than our very own john Carroll Umversity, where
diversity is nothing more than a figment of the imagination.
It is no big secret on Carroll's campus that there is a predominant
likeness among the students. All one has to do is open one's eyes and
behold the vast amount of button down shirts and khaki pants that
makes one think they've JUSt stepped into the largest Abercrombie
and Fitch store ever. JCU has quickly become known asj. Crew U.
and who knows, J. Crew may very well be solely supported by the
community of Carroll alone. As the ownership of a polar fleece vest
and corduroy pants seemingly becomes required as a basis of admission into the un iversity, the students of Carroll are rapidly becoming
virtua 1carbon-copies of one another. So where are the "freaks."
"stoners." and "burnouts" of the world. Well , obviously not here.
While the students of Carroll having a collaborative subscription
to every "prep" store within a ten mile radius may not seem like a
problem, the diversity on campus, or lack there of, stems much
deeper than the superficiality of dress. In case you haven't noticed,
Carroll isn't the most racially mixed place in the world. Out of the
4,326 students at Carroll, only 8.9% are minorities. According to
Carroll's Mission Statement, "the university community is enriched
by the scholarship representing the pluralistic society in which we
live." Yet, how "e nriched " can Carroll be if only 385 students make up
the minority? And how representative is Carroll of the "pluralistic
society" that we live in? In the city of Cleveland, where much of the
population is minority, Carroll's 8.9% doesn't even scratch the surf ace
of the word diversity. If Carroll doesn't even represent the diversity
of the very own city in which It is located, how can it even come close
to representing society in general? It doesn't.
just when you think the problem of diversity at Carroll ends with
thede(icimc o( minorit uuhest\ldent body llUn~
· YN'
only a hand£ ul of minority professors on ca mpus, the commum ty of
Carroll f urrher separates itself from the diverse society that surrounds it. While this scarcity of minorities within the faculty
adheres to the diversity enigma that plagues Carroll, there is also
another faculty 1ssue that contributes to the problem. The pride that
the students and administration of Carroll take in the education
received at this institution appears to be tainted by the lack of
diversity as well. While Carroll strives to instill the "value of a jesuit
education" within each individual, is it really necessary to hire a
signtficant proportion of Carroll grads to do this? In the English
department alone, e1ght out of the fourteen professors who will be
teaching m the Fall semester have graduated from Carroll. How
beneficial is it for students to attend Carroll forfour years and, in
addition, be taught by professors who attended the same university
for four years themselves? Unless the entire population suddenly
turns jesuit, how can the education at Carroll be representative of our
"pluralistic society1" Again, it's not.
While the number of minority students who apply to Carroll is
out of the administration's hands, the number of minonty professors
who are hired is not. The administration needs to take a step back,
and ask themselves, "Is this lack of minority professors and surplus of
Carroll grad faculty really what is most beneficial for the student
body?" Chances are, the answer would be no.
So what can the average Carroll student do to help rectify this
plight of diversity on their campus? In retrospect of the problem, it
appears the only solution for students is awareness. Regardless of
present beliefs, the rest of the world does not operate under the same
"bubble"asJCU. Just take a trip to Tower City and walk around for
awhile. Not every place has an 8.9% minority population and not
everyone has been educated at a jesuit university. And, believe it or
not, not everyone has a subscription to J Crew magazine.

FORIIW
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Administration needs reality check
Teaching should come before publishing

Love is the measure
It's fun to sit around and imagine life as a
successful grown-up. l picture my rugged log
cabin nestled away in the woods of northern
Minnesota. A rolling stream cuts through the
fifty acre land plot. My navy Yukon takes me
home from the courtroom each day to thi s
sacred place. During the week, I serve as the
leading public defender in a small one high

loving those outcasted unconditionally. Therein lies the
Son of God success -loving unconditionally. It is quite
simple.
The point that love is the measure was brought home to
me at Dean Farrell's funeral mass, or rather at his celebra·
tion of life. Dean would always stop and say hello,
reminding me that 1 was loved and special. Those ordinary
acts, such as embarrassingly
drowning
hugs and unapoloschool town. On Saturday,] - - - - - - - - - - - - - wake up and spend the
getic kisses, were very spiritual
Tim
morning on my john Deere
acts to me forthey carried on a
Hanchin
tractor after a f i It ing
dialogue of love.
Class of 1997
breakfast of hot blueberry
As the time to tie a bow on
pancakes and hash browns.
the passing school year draws
The family plays a game of
near, there is an occasion to
Wiffle ball as the warm air
reflect on how successful the
Guest
gives way to the cool evening
year was. I of ten measure the
Cornnent ary
breeze. I spend much of the
success of my day by how many
night with mywifeon the
boxes 1have checked on my "To
cozy hammock which hangs from the wrapDo List." Yet, this is not the measure that Christ uses.
around porch. life is good. I am a success.
Rather than looking back at the year and coming the newly
Upward mobility. Climbing the ladder.
gained entries on resumes, reflect on the exchanges of love
·
· ·on. The
that occurred throughout the year. Success rests not in
accumu at ion and upward mobi ·ry but love. [do not mean
strongest survive. These are the va ues whic
drive success. As a senior staring the world
to say that I would be necessarily unsuccesful if !lived my
and its measuring stick for success in the face,
imaginary life. Indeed, my initial dreamed-up portrait
it is easy to be carried away in the Pepper Pike
contained certain elements of love such as t1me spent with
idea of success.
my children and wife. The only point [mean to make is
Enter Christ. The king of kings enters the
that the cabin, picturesque setting. Yukon , John Deere
world in a stable with shepherds gathered at
tractor, and career recognition remain irrelevant factors in
his side. He works as a carpenter. His contemmeasuring success. love is the measure.
porary religious leaders find the idea of this
I think that jerry Maguire was on to something with
lowly messiaship as an absurdity. He calls the
"Fewer clients. Less money." The business world laughed
prostitute, tax collector, sick, dying, and poor
at such downward mobility, but jerry's succcess rested in
his friends. Many of those in powerfind this
his letting go of all measures of success other than love. It
ethics heresy. Christ responds to his critics by
was in loving that his success was made complete.

I survived public school
l'll admit it. I went to public school and t bet
many of you who anended private school feel
sorry for me. After all,! had to deal with drug
dealers lurking around every corner, gang fights
in the cafeteria, guns in the classroom, barred
windows and chained doors, right? Wrong!

the portrayal of public school in the media. lt could be a
belief generated by friends or family members. l would even
venture to guess that it is simply used to inflate a private
school ego or two. The cause of the prejudice is important
and I realize that it cannot be overlooked. But, let's be honest.
At the college level, an individual's values and beliefs have

Upon entering Carroll in · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - already been firmly established.
the fall, I realized that in
The damage is done. The stereoMelinda
types are firmly in place and
many of my classes I was
greatly outnumbered by
Janowicz
instead of dwelling on the causes
students from private
News Editor
we should search for a cure. The
schools and, for the first
remedy could be as simple as an
time in my life, I knew
open mind. This university, along
what it felt like to be in the
with society, could benefit from
minority. It surprised me to
each one of us opening up our
discover that many of my
minds to people who have had
Conmentary L--....:O....--t.:.::::3......1 different experiences than
peers thought twas
somewhat "disadvantaged"
ourselves; whether the dif£erences
because I went to public
are based on race, religion,
school. Please! Keep your pity, I don't need it or
lifestyle, or even schooling After all, isn't that what college
deserve it. I feel that my public schooling
is all about?
prepared me for college as well as any private
After graduating from Carroll, each of us will be thrust
school could have, without depleting my bank
out into the "real world." And let me state the obvious,
Carroll is not representational of society For the world
account or my parents'. I had every opportunity private school students did. In no way did I beyond the confines of University Heights is filled with
suffer by attending public school.
unique individuals, fighting to better themselves in the face
I distinctly remember the firsttime 1 heard
of diversity and discrimination. My only hope is that this
one of my peers gasp and say with disgust, "You
university is not clouding reality.
If my peers are judging myself and others at Carroll based
went to public school?" I remember feeling like
I had committed some unknown crime. What
on their educational background,! can only imagine what
other standards they're using to assess the self-worth of
would be my defense? In the maner of a few
seconds I was caught, tried and convicted:
others. I had hoped that at the college level people would
guilty as charged.
have outgrown this way of thinking. but maybe that comes
I'm not sure why some of my peers have
after another four years of education. I thought that being at
formulated such a low opinion of public
Carroll would be enough proof of my education. I was
education. It could be an inadvertent reaction to wrong.

lam w~tingthisasaconcerned
student m regards to the April
lOth CN cover page article abOut
the three departing English department faculty memoers.
It sounds like these professors
wereoutstandingpeopfeand will
be a great loss to our school. It is
obvious that their qualities are
valued by other universities.
It should beextremely disturb. ing to all students tha.t one of the
professors who is leaving would
have been promoted to full professor next year.
· Professor Ann Dobyns stated
that "I've seen ~ople at the university, in my department and
others, badly treated, and I didn't
see ways that's going to change,
and that makes me uncomfortable."
This is a sad day for all English
majors who have lost three quality teachers. We must all wonder
wbat is next? How many quality
professors will be drivenTrom our
university by our own administration?
English is not the only department affected. One of my_ professors Dr. Birgit jensen, a German
professor, isleaving john Carroll
for similar reasons as Ann
Dobyns.
an personally tell you that
Dr.jensen isoneof~he best teach-

there would be no JCU and there
would be no need to worry about
prestige and pu~lishing as P!Ofessors and admmtstrators altke
would be without jobs.
Publishing is _great for specific
fields of study, out not so much
for the rest of us in the real world
who pay and fill classrooms to
give our instructors the ability to
publish.
I do not mean to downplay the
importance of publishmg. It
keeps our professors current and
sharp in tile areas in which they
teacn us.
Nor do I mean to state that all
professors are boring eggheads
out of touch with thereaTworld.
Infact,mostof my professors have
been amazing people and
oustanding teacners as well.
Which is exactly why I am writing this article: We don't want to
lose you.
Dr. jensen has often told me
(echoing the three English faculty whoareleaving) that the one
thing that really made her job
here enjoyable and fulfilling was
her sruaents. .
Well to all of our professors,
you too are the one thing that
makesourjCU experience worthwhile.
The administration needs to
get the priorities of the students

her leaving is an extreme loss to evaluatedon teaching excellence
rnoo..u'"'. versity, a loss that our ad- first everytbingelsesecond. Poor
ministra
uld be ashamed teachers shoufd be uncomfortable here or pressured to leave,
of.
ltseemsouradministratorsare not good ones.
At the moment, Icould not recmore concerned with evaluating
our professors on the basis of pres- ommend JCU to students intertige and publishing, rather than ested in studying German. What
on teaching excellence.
department ts next?
Is it the goal of our administraI find it ironic that one can become a professor without ever tion to makeJCU a thinktank for
having an education or commu- people to publish in lofty _ic!urnications course, while all JCU nalSreadonlybyeggheads? Oris
students are required to take our school tobe an excellent university graduating outstanding,
speech.
As students, all the publishing well-prepared, and qualified stuin the world is meaningless if pro- dents"?
The true prestige and merit of
fessors are not good teachers. We
have all had professors who may John Carroll University will be
be brilliant ~ople, but have no judged on the basis of the great
ability to teach. We are paying alumni weproduceforourcounour professors to teach us, not to try. To be great men, women? and
alumni - we need great teacners.
pubfish.
.
The administration needs to be
reminded that if it were not for
Itran Huston
Oassof 1998
students paying to come here,

From around the nation_

-Greek Week concerns continue

Student expresses concern
about emphasis on publishing

In four years of college here at john
Carroll, I have never read anything in
the Carroll News that upset me
enough to write to the paper and express myself . That is until! read the
article about Greek Week and reac tion of university administration to
it, in particular, the words and actions
of Father Sal mi.
1 am not even a member of a frater nity, and still! was utterly disgusted
with the actions taken by theadmin·
istration and the attitude that Fr.
Salmi displays through his comments.
lt seems to me that someone needs
to remind Fr. Salmi thatJCU exists for
the students, and not the other way
around. It really bothers me that he is
concerned about what kind of message eating two Polish Boys is sendin g .
Here is my message to him--who
cares! Is that really all the administration .has to worry about?
This is just another example of a
trend that has developed in recent
years, one of the administration
spending more time worrying about
an image and not about the students.
Well, understand this: JCU cannot
market itself on academics alone; students have to exist here socially for
four years. Students will not be drawn
to a college that considers a schoolsponsored trip to the mall or vans to
go sledding fun .
JCU exists because of the 3,000
people who arrend it, and those people
should not have to explain to anyone
what kind of message th ey a re send -

TheAdministrationseems to feel that we
the students should just accept what they
do,nosecondguessingorquestioning. We
should just roll over and stick to worrying
aboutwhateveritiscollegestudentsworry
about.
Then may lsuggestthatperhapsthees·
teemed Administration has forgotten a little
something called 'tuition?
If the fact that we are adults, capable of
meeting the high standards required to be
accepted tojohnCarrollisnotenough,certainly$17-l9,000perstudenteveryyearis.
We students maintain the Universityfinancially but our education is the very reason
for its existence.
Thepurposeofcollegeistoprepareusfor
the"realworld,"nottobeapublishinghouse.
l understand the need for publication, but
not Its emphasis over attention to students
and the course.
Too often (once is too often) professors
have told me that they simply don't have
rime enough to devote to their classes because they have been told they need to get
published.
Thereareseriousproblcmswiththehiring and firing policies of this University.
Professorsare,afterall,teachers,andshould
~some teaching skills. Now, while it
is true that being a professor should mean
impressive credentials in the forms of degrees and publications, it should also inelude an ability to teach.
TheUniversityisproccedingdownavuy
self-destructive path They are encouragmggoodprofessorstoleave,andembracing
bad professors. The Administration should
climb down and re-evaluate its priorities
with the hc\p o[ the real University- the

i

~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~t~a!~!~a=ncd~s~tur,d~e~n~ts~~~~·
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It is my hope for futurecl•sses r at
the VP of Student Affairs can swallow his ego and work with and for the
students, not against them.
Gr~ek Week was just fine before you
got here, Fr. Salmi, and somehow the
school has survived.
So before you go taking away any
more of the laughs, community togetherness, or relaxed fun that we
have left; keep in mind who it is that
this university is here for.
If you forget, call me. We'll go get a
Polish Boy and play some beer-pong.

10'701U1 ~

UniVI!I'Sity" not to ':John Carroll Admlnistration."
AviCooper
Class o( 1998

The Carroll News

BrianPoUan
Class of 1997

Editor'snoce: last week's special CN section,
"The University and the Heights" was createdincooperation with the journalism class
of Marianne Salcetti, assistant professor ol
communications.
Correction: Last week it was reported that
frosh pitcher Niki Russell had pitched the
firstsbutoutofbercareer, when in fact it was
her second. And, Kristen Brigee is a junior,
not a senior, as was reported.
Finally, in the Apr.l7 issue, junior catcher
Carrie McVicker was incorrectly identified
as a senior £irst baseman, and Kristen Brigee
bad pitched her best game of the season with
a 7-1 victory over Muskingum, not a loss as
was reported in the CN.
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•Views/Editorial
JCU: A World of its Own
For over 100 years, they have been livmg together in a small
community. During this time period , groups of them have come and
gone, but few changes haveoccurred In fact, there 1san uncanny
SJmJlanty among the mhab1tants of the area that is unlike that found
in most other places. If one were to peruse the ir present day living
grounds, they would be amazed at the likenesses between each
individual's appearance and mind-set. While this scenano may
sound like some freak genetic coding accident or a documentary
~ience fiction specia 1, it IS actually nothing of the sort. In reality, this
IS what most of us are living in and are possibly part of right now.
Yes boys and girls, you've guessed it. This not so fictitious place is
none other than our very own John Carroll University, where
diversity is nothing more than a figment of the imagmation.
It IS no big secret on Carroll's campus that there is a predominant
likeness among the students. All one has to do is open one's eyes and
behold the vast amount of burton down shirts and khaki pants that
makes one think they've just stepped into the largest Abercrombie
and Fitch store ever. JCU has quickly become known asj. Crew U.
and who knows, J. Crew may very well be solely supported by the
community of Carroll alone. As the ownership of a polar fleece vest
and corduroy pants seemingly becomes required as a basis of admission into the university, the students of Carroll are rapidly becoming
virtual carbon-copies of one another. So where are the "freaks,"
"stoners," and "burnouts" of the world. Well, obvious! y not here.
While the students of Carroll having a collaborative subscription
to every "prep" store within a ten mile radius may not seem like a
problem, the diversity on campus, or lack there of, stems much
deeper than the superficiality of dress. In case you haven't noticed,
Carroll isn't the most racially mixed place in the world. Out of the
4,326 students at Carroll, only 8.9% are minorities. According to
Carroll's Mission Statement, "the university community is enriched
by the scholarship representing the pluralistic society in which we
live." Yet, how "enriched" can Carroll be if only 385 students make up
the minority? And how representative is Carroll of the "pluralistic
SOCiety" that we live in? In the city of Cleveland, where much of the
population is minority, Carroll's 8.9% doesn't even scratch the surf ace
of the word diversity. lf Carroll doesn't even represent the diversity
of the very own city in which it is located, how can it even come close
to representing society in ge neral? It doesn't.
just when you think the problem of diversity at Carroll ends with
the dehcienc o( minorlt' m theswderu body llUnk.
ln. w
only a handful of mmonty professors on campus, th e comm unity of
Carroll f unher separates itself from the diverse society that surrounds it. While this scarcity of minorities within the faculty
adheres to the diversity enigma that plagues Carroll, there is also
another faculty issue that contributes to the problem. The pride that
the students and administration of Carroll take in the education
received at this institution appears to be tainted by the lack of
diversity as well. While Carroll strives to instill the "value of a jesuit
education" within each individual, is it really necessary to hire a
sigmficanr proportion of Carroll grads to do this? In the English
depanmem alone, eight out of the fourteen professors who will be
teaching m the Fall semester have graduated from Carroll. How
beneficial is it for students to attend Carroll for four years and, in
addition, be taught by professors who attended the same university
for four years themselves? Unless the entire population suddenly
turns jesuit, how can the education at Carroll be representative of our
"plurahsuc society7" Again, it's not.
While the number of minority students who apply to Carroll is
out of the admmistration's hands, the number of minority professors
who are hired is not. The adm imstration needs to take a step back,
and ask themselves, "Is this lack of minority professors and surplus of
Carroll grad faculty really what is most beneficial for the student
body1" Chances are, the answer would be no.
So what can the average Carroll student do to help rectify this
plight of diversHy on their campus? In retrospect of the problem, it
appears the only solution for students is awareness. Regardless of
present beliefs, the rest of the world does not operate under the same
"bubble" asjCU. Just take a trip to Tower City and walk around for
awhile Not every place has an 8.9% minority population and not
everyone has been educated .at a jesuit university. And, believe it or
not, not everyone has a subscription toJ. Crew magazine.
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OPINION

HITS &misses

HIT: The tremendous student turnout for
Project Hope's Buddy Day. HIT /m I s s: The
new stir fry bar in the cafeteria. Watch out
for that soy sauce, though. Talk about a sodium overload. mIss: The Steelers beating
up on the Carroll students during the Make-aWish basketball game. HIT: It is almost May.
m I s s: It is still snowing. HIT: You still have
fifty dollars left on your Munch Money. m Iss:
The only things left in the Inn Between are
non-sweetened diet drinks and stale gummy
worms.
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•Views/ Letters to the editor
Administration needs reality check
Teaching should come before publishing

Love is the measure
It's fun to sit around and imagine life as a
successful grown-up. I picture my rugged log
cabin nestled away in the woods of northern
Minnesota. A rolling stream cuts through the
fifty acre land plot. My navy Yukon takes me
home from the courtroom each day to this
sacred place. During the week, I serve as the
leading public defender in a small one high

loving those outcasted uncondi tionally. Therein lies the
Son of God success- loving unconditionally. It is quite
simple.
The point that love is the measure was brought home to
me at Dean Farrell's funeral mass, or rather at hi s celebration of life. Dean would always stop and say hello,
reminding me that I was loved and special. Those ordinary
acts, such as embarrassing! y
drowning
hugs and unapoloschool town. On Saturday, I - - - - - - - - - - - - - wake up and spend the
getic kisses, were very spiritual
Tim
morning on my john Deere
acts to me for they carried on a
Hanchln
tractor after a filling
dialogue of love.
Class of 1997
breakfast of hot blueberry
As the time to tie a bow on
pancakes and hash browns.
the passing school year draws
The family plays a game of
near, there is an occasion to
Wiffle ball as the warm air
reflect on how success[ ul the
Guest
gives way to the cool evening
year was. I often measure the
Colrmentary
breeze. I spend much of the
success of my day by how many
night with my wife on the
boxes I have checked on my "To
cozy hammock which hangs from the wrapDo List." Yet, th is is not the measure that Christ uses.
around porch. life is good. I am a success.
Rather than looking back at the year and couting the newly
Upward mobility. Climbing the ladder.
gained entries on resumes, reflect on the exchanges of love
.
.
.. n. The
that occWTed tbroughout the year. Success rests not in
strongest survive. These are the va ues wh1ch
accumu1ation and upward mobi tty but love. [do not mean
drive success. As a senior staring the world
to say that l would be necessarily unsuccesful if !lived my
and its measuring stick for success in the face,
imaginary life. Indeed, my initial dreamed-up portrait
it is easy to be carried away in the Pepper Pike
contained certain elements of love such as rime spent with
idea of success.
my children and wife. The only point I mean to make is
Enter Christ. The king of kings enters the
that the cabin, picturesque setting, Yukon , john Deere
world in a stable with shepherds gathered at
tractor, and career recognition remain irrelevant factors in
his side. He works as a carpenter. His contemmeasuring success. love is the measure.
porary religious leaders find the idea of this
lthink that Jerry Maguire was on to something with
lowly messiaship as an absurdity. He calls the
"Fewer clients. Less money" The business world laughed
prostitute, tax collector, sick, dying, and poor
at such downward mobility, but Jerry's succcess rested in
his friends. Many of those in power find this
his letting go of all measures of success other than love. It
was in lov ing that his success was made complete.
ethics heresy. Christ responds to his critics by

I survived public school
I'll admit it. I went to public school and i bet
many of you who attended private school feel
sorry for me. After all, i had to deal with drug
dealers lurking around every corner, gang fights
in the cafeteria, guns in the classroom, barred
windows and chained doors, right? Wrong!

the portrayal of public school in the media. It could be a
belief generated by friends or family members. l would even
venture to guess that it is simply used to inflate a private
school ego or two. The cause of the prejudice is important
and I realize that it cannot be overlooked. But, let's be honest.
At the college level, an individual's values and beliefs have

Upon entering Carroll in · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - already been firmly established.
the fall, I realized that in
The damage is done. The stereomany of my classes I was
Melinda
types are firmly in place and
Janowicz
instead of dwelling on the causes
greatly outnumbered by
students from private
News Editor
we should search for a cure. The
schools and, for the first
remedy could be as simple as an
time in my life, I knew
open mind. This university, along
what it felt like to be in the
with society,could benefit from
minority. lt surprised me to
each one of us opening up our
discover that many of my
minds to people who have had
peers thought 1was
Conmentary L---~-~::::1.....1 different experiences than
somewhat "disadvantaged"
ourselves; whether the differences
because l went to public
are based on race, religion,
lifestyle, or even schooling. After all, isn't that what college
school. Please! Keep your pity, l don't need it or
is all about?
deserve it. I feel that my public schooling
prepared me for college as well as any private
After graduating from Carroll,each of us will be thrust
school could have, without depleting my bank
out into the "real world ." And let me state the obvious,
Carroll is not representational of society. For the world
account or my parents'. I had every opportunity private school students did. In no way did I beyond the confines of University Heights is filled with
unique individuals, fighting to better themselves in the face
suffer by attending public school.
I distinctly remember the first time I heard
of diversity and discrimination. My only hope is that this
university is not clouding reality.
one of my peers gasp and say with disgust, "You
lf my peers are judging myself and others at Carroll based
wem to public school?" I remember feeling like
l had committed some unknown crime. What
on their educational background, I can only imagine what
would be my defense? ln the matter of a few
other standards they're using to assess the self-worth of
seconds I was caught, tried and convicted:
others. I had hoped that at the college level people would
guilty as charged.
have oU[grown this way of thinking, but maybe that comes
I'm not sure why some of my peers have
after another four years of education. [thought that being at
formulated such a low opinion of public
Carroll would be enough proof of my education. I was
education. It could be an inadvertent reaction to wrong.

lam writingthisasaconcerned
student in regards to the April
lOth CN cover page article abOut
the three departing English department faculty memoers.
It sounds like these professors
were outstanding peopfeand will
be a great loss to our school. It is
obvious that their qualities are
valued by other universities.
It should be extreme! y disturbing to all students that one of the
professors who is leaving would
have been promoted to full professor next year.
Professor Ann Dobyns stated
that "I've seen ~ople at the university, in my department and
others, badly treated, and I didn't
see ways that's going to change,
and that makes me uncomfonable.n
This is a sad day for all English
majors who have lost three qualityteachers. Wemustall wonder
wbat is next? Howmanyquality
professors will bedriveniromour
university by our own administration?
English is not the only department affected. One of m }' professors, D:r: Birgit jensen, a German
professor, isleaving john Carroll
for similar reasons as Ann
Dobyns.
an personalh tell you that
Dr.jensen isoneof~he best teach-

there would be nojCU and there
would be no need to worry about
prestige and publishing as professors and administrators alike
would be without jobs.
Publishing is ~reat for specific
fields of study, out not so much
for the rest of us in the real world
who pay and fill classrooms to
give our instructors the ability to
publish.
I do not mean to downplay the
importance of publishmg. It
keeps our professors current and
sharp in the areas in which they
teacfi us.
Nor do I mean to state that all
professors are boring eggheads
out of touch with thereaTworld.
Infact,mostofmyprofessorshave
been amazing people and
oustanding teadiers as well.
Which is exactly why lam writing this article: We don't want to
lose you.
Dr. jensen has often told me
(echoing the three English faculty who are leaving) that the one
thing that really made her job
here enjoyable and fulfilling was
her sruaents. .
Well to all of our professors,
you too are the one thing that
makesourjCUexperience worthwhile.
The administration needs to
get the priorities of the students

her leaving is an extreme loss to evaluate<lonteac ingexcellence
....~...·versity, a loss that our ad- first everything else second Poor
ministra
uld be ashamed teachers shoufd be uncomfortable here or pressured to leave,
of.
It seems our admin istratorsare not good ones.
Atthemoment,Icouldnotrecmore concerned with evaluating
ourprofessorson the basis of pres- ommend JCU to students intertige and publishing, rather than ested in studying German. What
on teaching excellence.
department 1s next?
Is it the goal of our administra1 find it ironic that one can become a professor without ever tion to make JCU a thinktank for
having an education or commu- people to publish in lofty jcmrnications course, while all JCU nalS read only by eggheads? Oris
students are required to take our school tobe an excellent university graduating outstanding,
speech.
As students, all the publishing well-prepared, and qualified stuin theworldismeaninglessif pro- dents'?
The true prestige and merit of
fessors are not good teachers. We
have all had professors who may john Carroll University will be
be brilliant ~ople, but have no judged on the basis of the great
ability to teach. We are paying alumni we produce for our counour professors to teach us, not to try. To be great men, women, and
alumni -we need great teachers.
publish.
.
The administration needs to be
Ryan Huston
reminded that if it were not for
Oassof 1998
students paying to come here,

From around the nation_

Greek Week concerns continue

Student expreases concern
about emphasis on publishing

In four years of college here at john
Carroll, I have never read anything in
the Carroll News that upset me
enough to write to the paper and express myself . That is until I read the
article about Greek Week and reac tion of university administration to
it, in particular, 1he words and actions
of Father Salmi.
I am not even a member of a fraternity, and still I was utterly disgusted
with the actions taken by the administration and the attitude that Fr.
Salmi displays through his comments.
It seems to me that someone needs
to remind Fr. Salmi thatjCU exists for
the students, and not the other way
around . lt really bothers me that he is
concerned about what kind of message eating two Polish Boys is sending.
Here is my message to him --who
cares! ls that really all the administration .has to worry about?
This is just another example of a
trend that has developed in recent
years, one of the administration
spending more time worrying about
an image and not about the students.
Well, understand thts:JCU cannot
market itself on academics a lone; students have to exist here socially for
four years. Students will not be drawn
to a college that considers a school sponsored trip to the mall or vans to
go sledding fun.
JCU e xists because of the 3,000
people who attend it, and those people
should not have to explain to anyone
what kind of message they are se nd -

The Administration seems to feel that we
the students should just accept what they
do, no second guesstng or questioning. We
should just roll over and stick to worrying
about whatever it is college students worry
about.
Then may l suggest that perhaps the esteemed Administration has forgotten a little
something called 'tUition?
If the fact that we are adults, capable of
meeting the high standards required to be
accepted to john Carroll is not enough, certainly $17- 19,000 per student every year is.
Westudents maintain the University fina ncially but our education IS the very reason
for Its exl,Stence.
The purpose of college is to prepare us for
the "rea l world," not robe a publishing house.
l understand the need for publication, but
not its emphasiS over attention to students
and the course.
Too of ten (once is too often) professors
have told me that they simply don't have
time enough to devote to their classes because they have been told they need to get
published.
There are serious problems with the hi ring and firmg policies of this Umversity.
Professors are, a£ terall, teachers, and should
possess some teaching skills. Now; while it
is true that being a professor should mean
impressive credentials in the forms of degrees and publications, it should also include an ability to teach.
The Universily is proceeding down a very
self-destructive path. They are encouraging good professors to leave, and embracing
bad professors. The Administration should
climb down and re-evaluate its priorities
with the help of the real University -the

i
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It is my hope orfutureclassesr at
the VP of Student Affairs can swal low his ego and work with and for the
students, not against them .
Gr~ek Week was just fine before you
got here, Fr. Salmi, and somehow the
school has survived.
So before you go taking away any
more of the laughs, community togetherness, or relaxed fun that we
have left; keep in mind who it is that
this university is here for.
If you forget, call me. We'll go get a
Polish Boy and play some beer-pong.

,

taff and students.
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University" not to :John Carroll Admlnis·
tration.•
AviCooper
Class of 1998

The Carroll News

Brian Pollan
Class of 1997

Editor's note: Last week's special CN section,
'The University and the Heights' was created in cooperation with the journalism class
of Marianne Salcetti, assistant professor of
communications.
Correction: Last week it was reported tbat
frosh pitcher Niki Russell had pitched the
first shutout of hercan~er, when in fact it was
her second. And, Kristen Brigee is a junior,
not a senior, as was reported
Finally, in tbe Apr. l7 issue,juniorcatcber
Carrie Me Vicker was incorrectly identified
as a senior firsc baseman, and Kristen Brigee
had pitched her best game of the season with
a 7-1 victory over Muskingum, not a loss as
was reported in the CN.

Tile Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our WilY of knowing what i'OU
like or dislike about the CN.
the cilrnpus or life in generill.
We requ1re that letters be
submitted b~ noon Monda;. 1r1
the CNoff1ce. to be el1gi1Jie for
publication. Letters ciln al!:>o
be ~ubmittecl via e-mail to
C~LETTERS JC•axa JCL• edu.
Letters will be ilCCeptecl after
noon on Monday only if there·~
.l!hl'tlonal sp<lce· ;1v.lilahle. We
r!:~ene the right to ed1t letter<,
for
clar1tl
or
c,pace
co 11 '- 1!I era t 1(J n c,. Li: t t c r s 'lllh t
be .,lgilf:Cf dlHI iJCCUITlp<ll'led b)
your phone number.

~
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Ctasslfleds
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<nPics

awlelkocan
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l'hec-ol,.,.lallldlhed-'d)'cutlleactlt• bV the students of Jol'll CarfolliWetsjty. ~
expressedlntheedltorlalsandcanoonsarelhoseofl'he
C8mJII-. editorial- and do not - ' Y , .
llect the oc*ianl of the JQJ adl••olsbltloo\ faU(y, 01
students. SICflldmat.-tal andCOiticS•eiCIIelythevtew
of the author.
Officeflloneru~Dnn21.6-397-4479.~397-17:U
n21.6-387~ Faxi'Dtlta 216-397-1729.

TlleC8rrOINIIWSiapacllcedon""-IIMI*It..,.,com-

IIOS .... Cenbllll!iOAclllleSiwe~ Molle
"'-'..... !>.0"'. ~ AdDiie l'tiotOIIIap•.
Motle~.AdabeANwiii"'..W.ellldlo-.•,

Mlcrosolle Wlinl_, Elllll_, Touatiet IP'o

to..,,_,.

111e CMrrJIINinla pmtecl on 10!1 reqded paper. <lne
CGPI'of n. CMrrJ/1 ,.,... IIWIIIIIIIe
of
the Jol'll C.OiliWenlty COIII1U'Iity at no cost. Adlltlanal c:oc* n va.d It 5 C8i!S eecll.
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Market Place

12

Cloulfled odo coot $2.50 for the llrot ten word• ond $.20 lor eoch oddltlonal word. To
piece • clooolfled od, It muot be typed or .,_rltten cleorly ond leCibly- eent to or
dropped off ot the C""oll New• office wltll p~ent. Cloulfled od1 will not run wltllout
pr8-lleyment. Clooolfledo will not be token o.er tile phone. The deodllne for clualllod od1
11 noon of tile Mondoy prior to publl. .tlon
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WANTED

SUMMERWORK. $10/start.
Now interviewing for f/t and
p/t positions in student work
program. All majors, training
provided,
internship
possible. Apply now. Work
begins after finals. Call216595-0200.
HOUSE
PAINTERS
NEEDED.
Greater
Cleveland area. Experience
helpful but not necessary.
40 hours per week. $6-$10
per hour based on
experience. Call Saint-Jon
Co. at 735-1500.
Men/ women earn $480
weekly assembling circwt
boards / electron i c
components at home .
Experience unnecessary,
will train .
Immediate
openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 Ext.
C200.
Cruise ship employment how would you like to work in
exotic locations, meet fun
people, and get paid? Call
206-971 -3554 Ext. C55561
fYI/e are a research and
publishing company).
Cool summer jobs. Route
drivers for Cleveland and
area. Must have good driving
record. Good pay. Flexible
hours. Call Home City Ice, 1800-674-0880. Ask for Brian
or Pat.

Do you need summer work?
Valet Attendants Needed $6.00/hour and up. Call Matt
at 398-0497.
AQUAT ICS .
Orange
Recreation has summer

openings for lifeguards , 3, and 4 month old.
required .
swimming
instructors , Experience
supervisors . and pool Excellent pay. Comfortable
manager. Excellent pay. 10 Shaker home. Call Anne at
and
leave
minutes from campus. Call 921-3191
message.
831-8601 Ext. 260.
Restaurant now hiring: Old
Mission, the only place to be
seen in Cleveland is now
hiring for all positions.
Servers ,
bartenders ,
hostesses , cooks , and
bussers
are
needed
immediately. Call Jesse
216-542-1000 for interview.

SITTERS NEEDED

The Carroll News, April 24, 1997

FOR

RENT

-~~~ •lit:

The Clm>ll - ·
20700- Paolo Boule¥ard
'-'"''-slty Helchto, ONo 44U8

research and publishing
company).
Gov't Foreclosed homes
from pennies on $1 .
Delinquent tax, repo's. Your
area. Toll free 1-800-2819000 Ext. H10254 for current

~ 111 ttw CN 11t:
Canol-l@jcnxaJcu.edu

listings.
Seized cars from $175,
Porches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
Ext.A 10254.

Apartments for rent. 1 and 2
bedroom. $480 - $620. Call
932-9215 or 291 -8458.
5 bedroom house in
Cleveland Heights on Cedar,
near Lee. Appliances and
parking available. $1000 per
month- phone 421-8421 .

ACllOSS

1. Sitor
5. Dcirlays
10. LA problem

14. GodrJWw
15. i..ai1Bt
18. Buoy houoe

17. 8elrt actor 1go
Ill. Pub drtnlai
20. •_ - c:lall by
hlmBall'
21. ..... llancroll
22. Malnlaln

Direct Care .
Make a House for rent. Cleveland
24. BeelhoYan'IIUpill
difference in the life of a child Heights. 5 bedrooms. Near
26.Bellela
with special needs. The Cedar and Lee. 291 -2908.
28. Fern anllhesls
30.
Imagines
Hattie Larlham Foundation Frank.
33. Placeo wlh 28 tla\'Orl
36. Wore: 2 wda
b.-1H--+provides community home
38.wastMnglonb1
39. L.atri I ve<tl
care to children and young 1 and 2 bedroom apartment
40. Wlch'a gn>l4)
adults with special needs for rent. Appliances, carpet,
41. State ollnlatton
42. Jogged
throughout NE Ohio. An and garage. Can be parti~lly
~- A lofty groop
4. Road CIJMi
44. Sowa
opportunity is now available furnished. Located 2 miles
5. 5polts palacea
45. Shakea
6. 59\ Old Eng.
to care for a 9 year -old young north of JCU on South Belvoir
47. Bltlah gun
7. Hoe! oi"Ame<tca"a Fur>G. Aleclo, Meo-a, and
nlesl Home VIdeos'
man with Cerebral Palsy in Blvd. at Mayfield Rd . No
Tlslphone
8. A holllme In Paris
51. SquabbWI
9 . Basi1Cit8S5 1995
the Beachwood area. A pets/no smoking. Great for
55. Cacliea
10. Showy daisy
57.
'Ali
for
healthy appreciation for seniors, graduate students,
1 1. B6Sl director 1~
59. Femlnin8 pronoun
12. On top ol
video games and computers or faculty. Only $480-620
60. Smell lake
13.A.-Ieel
61. Best suppotling acfT8SS 1a Brlllsh good-byes
is a plus! Hours: M-F, 3:30- per month. Please leave
1973
23. Spied
25. Alvt;'l panner
6 :30 pm .
Som
~
e ~S~a~t.~~~~~a~t2~9~1_:!-8~4~58
~o~
r9~3~2~-~~~::
a ternoons or wee
oo.llaoeb6ll need
~29. SeiOCI
City In Oldahorra
evenings. Thiscareposition
:i~~and 31.
32. Temls lria
33. Pia~ Moss
may expand to a 35+ hours/ Apartments for rent. 10
811. Felber
Ur. Lilld- & llllwa
34. ..... Shalf
35.-. , _ 1971
week in the summer (during month lease available. Can
DOWN
37.~farrnmaan
sum mer cam p) .
For be furnished. Located in
~ ::!!,':,~
lngbOd
40. . . - - 191lti
information call Ms. Vesely South Euclid. Call 356-2536.
s. AUto
at 1-800-551 -2658.

41. Cap. Hit dweln
43. Center
44. Treaty erg.
46. Serious clime
48. l..oodon r1ller
50. Thedevl
52. Olp
53. SmallllSI
~- l.lr. Gardner and others
55. Animal org.
66. Hllrmw. e.g.
58. l..alge food """
62. Also

S3. Rodnwl'• '-llue

M I S C .
Childcare position for darling
2 and 4 year old girls in Seeking financial aid? Get
Shaker. You choose days/ the system to help find FREE
hours. OK to share position MONEY FOR COLLEGE!
with a friend. Call Kelly or Detailed profiles on 200,000+
Ralph at 561-7005.
ind ividua l awards from
private and public sectors.
Summer
babysitting Call Student Financial
opportunity. Occasional Services: 1-800-472-9575
after'noons and evenings. 5, Ext . F55561 (We are a

"To your left a-little. There you're right on top of it."

•eon't argue with your
grandmother. I've been
grounded since 19371"

